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■ CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of World War II came the meed for greater tech
nological advances in Industrya As a direct result; more people were 
needed and were trained in,the, technical,spienceSe, The creation,of 
many new engineering positions and the filling of these positions fol

lowed*
A simultaneous development was the discovery of the great pos

sibilities of the electronics industry to create equipment for the war 
efforto World War II took the electronics industry from practically 
its infancy to well on its way to the booming industry it is today0 

Why were these two closely related developments so vital to 
the history of the world? - primarily because; prior to World War II; 
the electronics industry was mainly concerned with commercial radioo 
Many new and exciting discoveries had been made before the war; but 
the war caused funds to be made available to convert these discoveries 
into practical applicationse Evidence of this phenomenal development 
can be envisioned by the crude radio communications sets at the outset 
of the war compared to the sophisticated radar and automatic pilot sys
tems in use at the warrs endo

As a consequence of the additional funds being channeled into 
technology; many additional discoveries were.made* Some were shelved 
until after the war because of no immediate weapons potential; while



others led to still more discoveries@ After the war,, those discover
ies that had been shelved were dusted off and many advances were made 
in commercial and consumer electronic products

The result is that today almost every American comes into 
daily contact with electronic devices 0. The television set, radio, 
hi fi sound system, public address system, transistorized ignition 
on his automobile, the navigational aids on airlines, the electronic 
fault-finding gear on railroads, the weapons of national defense, the 
machinery that processes his food, the equipment that builds his elec
tronic equipment, the communications systems for traffic control, the 
motion picture he sees, and the way the laundry truck is dispatched 
to his home are examples of how electronics have crept into almost 
every facet of life* Even his bottle of "pop" has probably been in
spected electronically for foreign objects6

The future of the electronics industry is just as promising 
as its past has been dynamice L« Berkeley Davis, vice president of 
the General Electric Corporation, has challenged the industry to in
vent new consumer products for the homes He describes an "all elec-

ptronic home of the futurec" It would employs
Electronic Cookings In addition to the radar range, what about 
induction heating for keeping food warm?

1L<s K0 SiHox, "Engineering Evolution from War to Peacetime," 
Mechanical Engineering,. Vol0 68, No© 2, February, 19k&s P° Ida

2¥me A© Stocklin, "Electronics in the Home," Electronics 
World, Vols 70, loo it, Oct®, 1963, p« 8e



Electronic Refrigeration and Coolings Thermocouple devices can 
be usede
Ultrasonic Washers For clothes., dishes and3 perhapsfor bath
ing.
Cordless Telephoness Could work on the already familiar induc
tion principle.
Solar Panelss Could operate many small appliances®
Electroluminescent Lighting; Although light level is still too 
loWg the future holds great promise®
Electronic Light Dimmers; The silicon controlled rectifier is • 
already playing a role in this area today®
Electronic Precipitators; Could clear house of cooking and to
bacco odors®
Ultrasonic Tools; Drills and scrapers s for example®
Radio Controlled Toys: Particularly for bedridden children®
Cordless Power Tools; Particularly suited for outdoor use®.
Tape Recorders; To record and play back pictures and sound on 
your TV set® •
Fuel Cell Power Supplies: Particularly suited for picnics®
Three Dimensional TV®
TV on the wall using flat picture tubes ®

This list is just a sampling of what the future holds for the electron
ics industry®

In order to discuss the problems of the mechanical engineer 
and his position in the electronics industrys it will be helpful to 
define a few terms relevant to the problem® First, what is electron
ics and the electronics industry? IrElectronics is that branch of 
engineering concerned with the theory, design, and use of devices util
izing electron emission or absorption, such as electron tubes, cathode



k.

ray tubes, photo cells, transistors and semi-conductor devices, and
3the circuits in which these components are used0H

It follows, then, that the electronic industry is comprised 
of firms engaged in the manufacture. and development of electronic 
equipment as defined above0 Electron tubes and transistors are common 
to almost all electronic equipmentc Some of the branches of the elec
tronics industry are; Broadcasting, Radio Receivers, Television, Med
ical Electronics, Military Electronics, Automatic Machine Control,

liDigital Computers, and many sub-branches within the above categories. 
It should be noted that the electric power industry and its 

sub-branches are not a part of the electronics industry; however, 
there is a great deal of overlapping in the two industries. For-ex
ample there is a good deal of automated electronic control in the 
power generating field, and electric power is the basis for most elec
tronic circuits. It is interesting that two of the largest electronic 
manufacturers. General Electric and Westinghouse Electric, are also 
among the largest electric equipment manufacturers. Probably the
largest all electronics firm is the Radio Corporation of America doing

' 5almost two billion dollars worth of business a year.
The book. What Electronics Does* helps further in the under

standing of electronics,

^Emcycle Britannic,a, Vol, 8, I960, p, 310,
T̂bido
Annual Report to Stockholders, 1962, Radio Corporation of

America,



No job is too fast or too precise. for the electron tubeo 
It controls massive, machinery as easily as tiny contacts*
It rings alarms for smoke, fumes, burglars, and fire* As an 
electronic eye, it inspects, sorts, weighs, and detects 
flaws or foreign materials* It counts items ranging in size 
from tiny ball bearings to automobiles and trucks* It matches 
colors whose variations are unnoticed by the human eye* It 
gages thickness of material to a millionth of an inch and 
measures time- to a millionth of a second*®

Along with a differentiation of the electric industry and the 
electronics industry must come a corresponding differentiation between 
the electrical engineer and the electronics engineer* In this case, 
electronics is a specialty of the electrical engineer to the extent . 
that some institutions of higher learning do not separate electronic 
from electrical engineering students*

What are engineers? How are they used in the electronics in
dustry? Basically, the engineer is concerned: with taking known sci
entific-principles and turning them into practical applications*
Then, it follows that an engineer in the electronics industry would be 
concerned with taking principles and discoveries in the electrical 
field and turning these discoveries into useful equipment by building 
upon existing ideas and equipment or by making new discoveries to fur
ther the cause* . • .

How about the mechanical engineer - what does he do in the ' 
electronics industry? Traditionally, mechanical engineers are inter
ested in the conversion of matter into useful motion, and the use of

^Vin Zeluff, What Electronics Does* New York, NoY*, McGraw- 
Hill, 19U8, ppo VI-VII*



7power in machines and tools of increasing scope and applicatione In 
the electronics industry, the mechanical engineer is interested in 
converting the ideas and circuits of the electrical engineer into a 
useful producto

The position-of the mechanical engineer in the electronics in
dustry is somewhat different from the normal position of a mechanical 
engineero This is because his background and training in most in
stances!, do not adequately prepare: him for. work in this industrye Tfye 
normal habitat of the mechanical engineer would be, for example, in 
the automotive, petroleum, or aircraft industries, to name a few®- In 
these industries he has been adequately prepared and trained to work* • 
He can adapt readily to almost any engineering position in these firms 
because these positions are closely allied to his background*
■ ; ' ■ This is not the case in the electronics industry* Here, the
mechanical engineer plays a supporting role to the electronics engi- , 
neers It is quite rare, to find a mechanical engineer working in an 
electrical'.engineer's position, but quite common to find an electrical 
engineer carrying on the role of:the mechanical engineer* This phe- 
nomenum- is partially due to the history of the industry and partially 
to the role that a mechanical engineer plays in .the electronics in

dustry* ' • ' . ' ’
The role of the mechanical engineer in the electronics industry 

is one which has only recently become a conscious part of the

7James Kip- Finch, Engineering and Western Civilization, New 
York, N» To, McGraw-Hill, 1951, p* 93o



organization® From the birth of the electronics industry until, the
second world wars most mechanical problems were handled by the elec-

8tronics engineer and were treated as a secondary consideration®
World"War II.forced the industry to re-examine its organization and its 
viewpoint toward mechanical considerations in the design of electronic 
equipment® World War II pointed up the need for better physical prop
erties of equipment® With more emphasis on mechanical considerations9 
a near vacuum was found to exist in the supply of engineers schooled 
in the mechanical needs of the electronics industry® The results of 
this situation were the elevation of drafting personnel and other tech
nical personnel with mechanical skills to the level of mechanical engi
neer® This was hardly an adequate solution but was the best that could 
be found in the emergency situation® It has only been since .World War
II that the industry has actively engaged in integrating.mechanical

9engineers into this industry®
The requirements of the electronics industry for mechanical 

engineers are small relative to the number of mechanical engineers used 
in all industries®^0 Therefores most engineering schools have not made 
great efforts to prepare mechanical engineers for work in the electron
ics industry® Hencea this problem of preparation falls on the

8T® G® Green, “The Role of the Mechanical Engineer in Elec
tronic Equipment Design,“ Mechanical Engineering at EGA, Camden,
H® I®, undated, p® 3® -

^Ibid®
10 '.. Correspondence with staff representative of Go® A®



9
electronics industry itself0 Some of the more advanced firms have 
programs which consciously prepare graduate mechanical engineers for 
work in their new positions0 Other firms hire mechanical engineers 
and let them learn the trade in a haphazard mannero

There are quite a few problems attendant to the foregoing cir
cumstances such as: How do mechanical engineers fit into the organi
zational structure of the firm? "What are the opportunities for 
advancement of the mechanical engineer in this supporting role? "What 
is a proper mix between mechanical engineers and electronic engineers? 
"What should the ratio be of degree versus non-degree mechanical engi
neers? What are the managerial problems associated with elevating 
non-degree personnel to the level of engineer? - How can the mechanical 
engineer be more effectively utilized to the benefit of the firm?

A typical firm in the electronics industry will use electronic 
engineers to develop all circuitry and systems while it will use me
chanical engineers to solve all the rest of the problems of an engineer
ing nature which have not been considered electrical,. This means the
mechanical engineer in the electronics industry must be more versatile

11than his brothers in a mechanical industryo For examples the me
chanical engineer may be called upon to solve problems in chemistry, 
building construction, interior decoration, meteorology, and any other 
fields which may fall within the scope of his job0

By way of illustration, a typical chemistry problem would be: 
What encapsulating resin should he use to pot his circuit and how

11T<, Go Green, opo eita, p0 3®



much ;catalyst, is*’ required .to give him the desired properties? A. typi
cal construction problem would be 5 How should he subdivide this 
building;into offices and laboratories and what facilities will be 
required? A typical interior' decorating problem would be; What is 
an appealing color combination to enhance this equipment? Finally^ 
a typical problem in meteorology would be ; What are the climatic ex
tremes that can be expected at the location in. which this equipment 
is to be used? As •such,.- it takes the electronics firm a long time to 
train the mechanical engineer in these skillso It also takes a con
scious program on the part of the industry to achieve results 0

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is four-fold. First, it will try to 

show how the mechanical engineer fits into the organizational structure 
of an electronics firm® Secondly, it will point up the problems in
volved in the using of mechanical engineers in the electronics indus
try® Thirdly, the study is intended to aid the electronics industry 
by showing the way for efficient integration of mechanical engineers 
into itself. Finally, the study is intended as an aid to the mechani
cal engineer in adapting himself to work in the electronics industry® 

The placement of the mechanical engineer in the organizational 
structure of the firm can be done in any of several different methods®
A deeper look must be taken to decide which organizational configura
tion will bring out the most in him®

Another organizational consideration is what function will the 
mechanical engineer perform®. There are quite a few alternative posi
tions which the engineer may hold in the firm® Tie man must be matched



10
to fit into one of- these categories s . • '• ; '

. Still'attother organizational consideration is: what is the path 
to promotion - what are the advancement opportunities of the mechani
cal engineer in hn electronics firm? Many problems - are • associated 
with the use of the mechanical engineer in an electronics firm0 Prob
ably one of the primary ones is the supplementary training that the * 
firm must give to the engineer above and beyond his formal academic 
trainingo Another problem is the historical usage of non-degree me
chanical engineers and the integration of degree and non-degree engi
neers o Still another problem is the relationship of mechanical 
engineers and electronic engineers in the firm0

By airing the above problems and throwing some light on the 
organizational considerations of the problem, it is hoped that the 
electronics industry will benefit by more consciously utilizing their 
mechanical engineers„ Certainly this subject has wide room for dis
cussion since, at the present time, written publications are not very 
numerousa Specifically, writings concerning the mechanical engineer*s 
role in electronics are practically non-existent» Therefore, this 
study should be welcomed by industry from the subjective standpoint0 
Finally, mechanical engineers in other industries, as well as those 
just graduating from college, should find the discussions in this 
thesis informative and useful as a starting point in determination of 
a future careera

Scope- . , .
Since mechanical engineers are employed in about seventeen



11
msjor^industries$ it willxbe:neeessary to confine this discussion to

12the electronics industry alone o . Where it is deemed necessary,, com
parisons .will he made of.the mechanical engineering position in other 
industries -with positions in the electronics industry*- It is inter
esting, to note that the electronic industry is sometimes broken down 
into the radio, television, broadcast, communications, and electrical 
manufaeturing industries® In this study we will consider all or parts 
of all of the.above industries to comprise the electronics industry®

: . :It will be necessary to further limit the scope of this paper 
by including in. the> study only those mechanical'engineers working in 
a normal mechanical engineering position® That is, many engineers are 
hired by electronics firms because of their rigid academic training,' 
not for-their specific engineering skills® Hence, these engineers are 
not working as engineers in the normal sense, end they will not be in
cluded in this study® An example of such a: situation is the hiring of 
an engineering graduate to enter a.management training program® Em
phasis will be placed on those positions which are -unique to the me- - 
chanical engineer in the electronics industry® For example,. the 
position of the design and development engineer in the electronics , 
industry is quite distinctive from the design and, development engineer 
in the automotive industry by virtue of the organizational structure of 

the two different industries®
The size of the firm will naturally affect the organizational

12Lowell.Stewart, Careers in Engineering, 3rd edition, Ames, 
Iowa, Iowa State College Press, 19F5, pp® 80-91®



structure of the -firm-with regaM to-the mechanical engineero Therd is 
a natural tendency for the engineer in a smaller firm to be considered 
as part of managemento; This study is based on the larger firms where 
most of the engineer * s problems are of an engineering natureo Refer
ence'will be made to smaller firms where points can best be illustrated 
by such reference o •

Method of Treatment
Data for this study has been gathered from many sources in

cluding direct personal interviews with employees and executives of 
electronics firmss contact with professional societies, and a review 
of technical publications, periodicals, and books* Emphasis was placed 
upon interviewing those persons directly associated with the usage of 
mechanical engineers* Direct contact was made with key personnel in 
the largest electronics firms in the United States in order to provide 
up-to-date thinking on the subject* The firms contacted have requested 
that they not be identified in the thesis by name; therefore, they will 
be referred to as Company A, Company Be, etc* Furthermore, the title 
of the interviewed individual will be given to lend credence to the 

source*
Historical data and other information concerning background of 

engineering was obtained through secondary research sources* These 
sources will be found in the Bibliography*

Hhere there are significant differences in the practices of the 
various companies contacted, such differences will be pointed out and 
analyzed for their effect* Further, in an effort to clarify the



13
mechanical engineer‘s p©siti«n, it is necessary in.some instances,to 
go into detail on positions of other occupations in the firmo. Such is 
the case, in describing the* organizational.structure*



CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL AID OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND

Historical Background
The profession of engineering goes back as far as the days of 

the pyramids o Howeverin the early days engineering was an art"*" that 
was learned through experiences natural abilities, and intuitions0 It 
was not until the mid-nineteenth century that applied science was mar
ried to the art of engineering to give us the beginning of engineering -

2as we know it today» Kirby, in his book Engineering in History9 
states that three developments in the nineteenth century engineering 
have changed the ways of human life and have altered the evolution of 
historyo The first was the expansion of the industrial revolution0 
The second was the emergence of civilian engineering as a profession, 
bringing the realization of importance of scientific and technical 
education as a prerequisite for engineering practicee The third and 
most important development, correlated to the second, was the introduc
tion of a new method of approach to the achievement of engineering 
advances - the method of applied science0

The birth of electrical engineering was in the nineteenth 
centurye In 1800 electricity was in the toy stage0 It took a whole

James Kip Finch, op0 cit9, p» 72o
oRichard Shelton Kirby, Engineering in History, N 0T o ,  McGraw- 

Hill, 1956, p0 530o



century to develop it to the present stateo Early developments by 
physicists and amateur experimenters started with spark experiments 
such as those used by Franklin,, worked up to batteries and electro- 
magnetss and then telegraph, Atlantic cable, telephone (in 1886), to 
the AC dynamo <, In I8I4.O there were two schools of engineering in the 
United States| in 1870 this number had jumped to 70 
Electronics derived from basic physics o The starting point was 
the discoveries pertaining to the electron by physicist Hertz in I887* 
Marconi built on these discoveries to make the first practical radio 
telegraphy system,, Be Forest invented a detector to improve upon Mar
coni’s system and, hence, took a great step forward in the advancement 
of electronicso Development of wireless telephony using Be Forest’s 
invention furthered the art until World War Ie

Prior to World War II, most electrical engineers ignored elec
tron theoryo However, two notable exceptions in the industry were 
General Electric, especially in their work with x-rays, and Bell Tele
phone in their interconnecting telephone link from New York to San 
Franciscoe Using the vacuum tube amplifier (Be Forest's Audion), they
demonstrated that the possibility of long distance wireless telephone 

5was here to stay0
The approach of World War I caused efforts to be directed 

toward shorter range communications„ With the war, many men

3
Finch* opa cite, pp@ 8l-860 
^Ibido9 pa 93®

r • v
, : ’. John Mills, Electronics Today and Tomorrow, N0Ye, Ba Van 

Nostrand, 19W$g pp<> 3-11 a



3.6
were trained in the signal corp methods of:electronic communications*
After, the war5 these men brought back knowledge and even parts to
build radio receiverss and the: electronics industry was on its way*

6 ': Radio came to the public with Westimghouse t-s -<KDKA.» With the
advent of commercial radio came the influx of many small companies
into the electronics industry because of the great potential in growth

7and the lucrative, nature. of the business.* " . "
The period between World War I and World War II was one of

great growth, for the electronics industry® In that era was- the birth
of television®. For many years, nearly the only use of electronic -
tubes was for radio communications o In the middle and late 1920 rs the

8electron tube began.to find, many applications outside of radio® , World 
War II placed even more emphasis on the electronics industry®• With the 
war came insatiable requirements for radio devices and radar® Require
ments for accurate control in handling new light alloys were solved by
electronic methods® Around the clock shifts caused need for better

9illumination and was solved by the electronic fluorescent lamp®
In 191+6 Chute wrote.
Although electronics' has. received greater attention during the 

war years, electronic equipment has been used for a quarter of a 
century® Most electronics equipments serve to carry or give in
formation® Communications has been one of the major purposes of

Station KDKA in Pittsburgh, Pa®, was the first commer
cial radio station in the United States®

Ttadio 
11
7John Mills, op® cit* •.
®W® I® Bendz, Electronics for Industry* I® X®, John Wiley and

Sons, 191+7, p® 1®
^Ibid®, po .Vc
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electronics <. Industry<, needing faster, more accurate methods 
of production, has adapted electronic equipment to its own 
needs <,10 - -

Electronic spot welders, ■ electric eye control, heating controls, and 
machine control are examples of how this was done0 “Five years of 
mechanized warfare placed huge quantities of electronic devices in 
ships, planes, and tanks a All this war material has come from indus
trial plants that use similar tube operated equipments in the manu- ,

11factoring process," ..
After the war, it was noted that there was going to be needed 

an evolution from war to peacetime in engineering 0 In the past there 
had, been a considerable time lag between the time of discovery,of a 
scientific principle and its practical application in industry0 For 
example, there was a 5>0 year period between the works of Faraday until 
the formation of the electrical industry. At.the close of World War 
II, however, it was noted that this time lag was disappearing, as cited 
by the example of the discoveries in nuclear physics to the production 
of an atomic bomb. Industry was challenged to utilize developments of 
the war for peaceful ends, such as converting radar to peaceful uses, 
Electronics had entered the field of photography with the electron 
microscope and stroboscopic illumination. Quality control had emerged 
as a method of detecting possible difficulties at a much earlier time

TOGeo, M, Chute, Electronics in Industry, I® T,, McGraw-Hill,
191*6, pp, 1-2,

^Ibid,



than previous procedure- had-allowedo Mechanical and photoelectric
measurements were developed to aid inspection,. The increased use of
plastics, was stimulated by the needs of war and was'important because
of the saving in fabrication time and costs which.could be.realized 

12from their use* ' '
One of the largest users of electronics equipment today is the

13United States Armed Forces© Their continued use of radary sonar) 
infra-red devicess servo systems) and fire, control equipments devel
oped under'the demanding requirements, of the cold ware The expansion
ary post war period' has shown a phenomenal growth-in consumer and in
dustrial electronics as well as military electronicss The examples 
cited --in Chapter I -point up this growth 0

: The electronics industry of today is* really a composite of -
many parallel industriesall connected in some way with electronicso 
The I960 Census of Population Index of Occupations lists the following 
sub-branches of the electronics industry* circuits manufacturing) com
ponents - manufacturing,, computing machine manufacturing^ devices manu
facturing;, engineering forms, field detection apparatusa parts manufac
turing; photographic "instrumentss and tubes manufaeturingo"^

■ The electronics industry and electronic engineers would'accom
plish little if it were"not for the machinery required to produce the

119
L0 K0 Silloxs: "Engineering Evolution from-¥ar-to a Peacetime 

¥orlda" Mechanical Engineering, Vol., 68; loc 25 Feb0; ISk̂ t P° 101 «•
13Bernard Grob; Applications of Electronics, N0 Yes McGraw-Hill;

I960; pD 522o
^Census of Population - Alphabetical Index of Occupations and 

Industries; Washington; B0 G0; U0S0 Government Printing Office; p„ 189*
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the equipment,. This is one area of many in the electronics industry
where the mechanical engineer•comes into play* If it were not for the
dynamo - a machine developed by mechanical engineers - there would be

idno production of light and power - a necessity for all industries©

Occupational Background
It is helpful in this study to look into the background of 

mechanical engineering as well as the background of the electronics 
industryo Familiarity with this background material will aid in un
derstanding the difference between a conventional mechanical engineer
ing position and the position of the mechanical engineer in the elec
tronics industry o

Around the turn of the nineteenth century, there were tremen
dous problems of supply and procurement of manufactured itemso If one 
were to compare the situation at that time (1800) with the present day,
one could get a better idea of what the mechanical engineer has

' ' ' ' ' ■' ' ■
achieved through mass production in machinery©

Historically, mechanical engineering was the first branch of 
engineering to separate from the original engineering - civil engi
neering© Hot until the middle of the nineteenth century did mechani
cal engineering become activee The industrial revolution forced this 
activity because the millwright and smith were not competent to design

i d . „ ■ . ' • •Dugald 6© Jackson, The Profession of Engineering, H© 1©, John
Wiley and Sons, 1929, p© gg©' * '

"I % . ' - v , - .< y ‘ •« ♦Lauer Conrad' Hewton, Engineering in American Industry, H© I©, 
McGraw-Hill, l̂Pi)., pp© 3-1$= "



and cons tract new machines ands hence, the profession of mechanical
engineering came into b e i n g : As? early as: 1012, records show John
Stevens was a pioneer in mechanical engineering* He graduated from
Kings College* InlSSO the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
was founded®̂ "® In about the same era the branch of engineering known
as electrical engineering was being formed to work with the new science
of electricity* By way of comparison^ just 80 years later the 1960

19census lists lj.12 different types of engineers under occupations o
Mechanical engineering is closely allied to the other fields 

of engineering inasmuch as there is hardly an occupation or industry 
in which machines are not involved* Mechanical engineering played a
vital role in developing the machines of war* It plays an equally im-

' •' : -20 portant role in the mechanized industry for peace*
"Mechanical engineers are interested in the turning of inert

matter and fuels of various kinds into useful motion, in the use of
the power in machines, and in tools of increasing scope and appliea-

' pi. - ‘tiono" Mechanical engineering underlies every type of engineering
where a manufactured product is involved* It includes all industrial

"^John McGuire, An Introduction to the Engineering Profession, 
.Gambridge, Mass*, Addison-Wesly Press, 19!?0, p* 75o

18 ' " ' ' 1 Finch, opo cite, pe 72o
lo ........Census, op0 cite, pp® 191-200e
20 ' . 'McGuire, op0 cit00 p0 75®
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activities, from watchmaking to locomotive building and the design and

22operation of power plants0
The fields in which the mechanical engineer will be found are 

quite numerous® In facte, in a 1935 survey by the U® S® Bureau of la
bor Statisticss of 93 industries listed, mechanical engineers are

23found in 85 of these industries® The major fields in which the me
chanical engineer will be found are aircraft, automotive, heat power,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning, industrial, metallurgy,

2kmachine design, and equipment design® Here equipment design includes 
the design of electronic equipment®

. The radioaand television industry, one of the pillars of the 
electronics industry, employs mechanical engineers in the following 
ways

Mechanical engineers will work in research, development, 
design, plant engineering, production engineering, and indus
trial engineering® Plant engineering involves the generation 
and distribution of heat, light, and power, and the planning 
of new plants® Industrial engineering involves cost control, 
making time studies, and motion economy® Production engineer
ing means supervision of manufacturing processes <,25

In the communications and broadcasting industry, mechanical 
engineers find work in research and development, installation and

22Lowell Stewart, Careers in Engineering, Ames, Iowa, The Iowa 
State College Press, 195&, p® 6k®

^F® L® Eidmann, "A New Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering,M 
Mechanical Engineering, Jol® 57, No® 8, Aug®, 1935, p® k83®

o L ■Stewart, op® eit®, p® 65®
2%>ido, p® 77® -



• . 26 testing^ and operation of all types of equipmento
An indication of how many people are interested in electro

mechanical design is given by the circulation statistics published by 
a magazine of the name Electro-Mechanical Design0 The qualifications 
for subscription are limited to research,, development̂ , and design engi
neers in all branches of industry,, government installationss and uni
versities A published circulation of 30s©€>0 is the current number,, 
and probably about one-third of these are mechanical engineers en
gaged in electronics worko

Since the United States government is one of the largest elec-
2Btronic customers todays it follows that a large percentage of me

chanical engineers working in the electronics industry are working on 
military equipment,, Until recently there was a .fundamental difference 
between electronic equipment manufactured commercially and electronic 
equipment manufactured for the government0 This difference was cost 
consciousness- on the part of engineering® The new look in engineering,, 
however5 takes into account the fact that design and production are 
becoming recognized as simply two phases of a single activity; namely,
the engineering of a product from its inception, idea-wise, to the

29completion of a finished product at an economical cost®

26Ibido
2^Electro-Mechanical Design, Vol„ 7> Ho0- 3# March, 1963, pp0
28 " ' " 'Grob, op® cito
29Golin Carmichael, editor, Kents Mechanical Engineers Hand

book, Mo Y®, John Wiley and Sons, p® IV0

3-5,
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30The rise of value engineering and decline of CPFF contracts in mili

tary procurement have caused this cost consciousness on government 
equipmento

30CPFF stands for cost plus fixed fee - a former favorite 
procurement policy of the defense department for R & D contractso



CHAPTER III 
QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING

Qualifications •
What special qualifications do firms in the electronics indus

try look for when they are hiring mechanical engineers^ or do they even 
consciously look for special qualities peculiar to mechanical engineer
ing in electronics? Of course3 to answer this question the intended 
position must be kept in mind® For examples a mechanical engineering 
position in electronic manufacturing has different special require
ments than a mechanical engineering position in design of equipment® 

Ability is a key factor in the placement of mechanical engi
neers in positions in the electronics industry® The mechanical engi
neer ®s background should include a thorough understanding and inclina
tion toward electricity and electronics in addition to a thorough

1grounding in his own specialty® If the engineer has an interest in
these two fieldss he can readily adapt to a position in the electronics
industry® There is some confusion as to where mechanical engineering

2leaves off and electrical engineering begins® A® P® Adamson shed 
some light on this problem when he said.

• "*"A0 P® Adamsons "Take a Broad View of the Scope of your Pro
fession^" Mechanical Engineering® Vol® 73, No® 8, August, ,1931, ■

• pIbido .........
. 2k
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Where is the boundary between electrical engineering and 

mechanical engineering? Tour attitude on this question will have 
a profound effect on your future progress as an engineer and on• 
the future growth of the mechanical and electrical engineering 
professionso It is apparent that the answer to this question is 
important to you0 For instance, it will help you determine what 
jobs you should regard as yours and what jobs you should feel 
are really outside your legitimate field of interest0 If there 
is no boundary, you can feel free to attack any problem that ap
peals to you<>

Many young mechanical engineers seem to come to work in indus
try with their minds already made up on this important point® Their
attitude can be expressed as follows: "If electricity is involved in

3the problem, it is outside my field of interesto" This attitude, of
course, cannot be tolerated by mechanical engineers working in the 
electronics industry®

Electrification of industry requires the mechanical engineer
)l 'to become interested in electrical problems0 This is doubly true

when reference is made to the electronics industry®
Adamson goes on to ask, "What type of engineer Would you hire 

to design a gyroscope? Perhaps a mechanical engineer, but he would have 
to become familiar with electric motor design and electrical or photo- 
electric indicator design®"

Further examples of places where a good grounding in electron
ics is necessary for the mechanical, engineer are as follows; the de
sign of vacuum tubes and the design of vacuum tube manufacturing

%bid®
T̂bido
%>ido
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equipment| the design of television receivers and the redesign of them 
for low cost production - how can the mechanical engineer do his job 
if he doesn!t know how the set operates?| the design of an aircraft 
automatic pilot - the decision must be made as to whether the power 
actuator be electrically^ mechanically, hydraulically, or pneumati
cally operated| the design of the electro-hydraulic control of a jet 
enginej and the design of a guided missile or gun fire controls These 
jobs could best be handled by an electro-mechanical engineer, but
since these are practically non-existent, the job will fall to either

Selectrical or mechanical engineers®
In addition to natural ability along electrical lines, the me

chanical engineer seeking a position in electronics must have several 
other special qualifications ® He must have the normal traits which 
are common to most other engineering positions as well® A few of the 
normal traits would be drive, analytical ability, responsibility, cre
ative capacity, foresight, communicative skills, technical proficiency, 
sociability, resourcefulness, and judgment®

Drive means, initiative in starting, following through and com
pleting the job® Responsibility means fulfilling the job in the re
quired time with the required effort® Analytical ability means sizing 
up the problem accurately® Introducing new and better ways of doing 
things is an example of creative capacity® Foresight can be shown by 
recognizing opportunities and planning for them® ,The ability to ex
press oneself is what is meant by communicative skills® Technical

6Ibid®, p® 6j?0o



proficiency shoiald' be balanced .with overall performance o Personal pf-
fect^veness in dealing with.,the group is what is -meant by sociability»
lesonrcefalness.means making the most effective use of the available
material; and energy sources<> Judgment. includes. the ability to sense
the real aspects of the problem and act effectively to produce a--satis- 

7factory, solution® . . : : . : > ;
The special traits would, be: adaptability — the,ability to -

work in a dynamic industry with a tremendous rate of growth; .flexi
bility: - the ability.to step across imaginary boundaries of mechanical 
engineering into fields which in■some way overlap his own; leadership - 
the ability to persuade others to accept and fellow his direction; and 
tact.: -, the ability to get the most cooperation from the .people through 
whom-he accomplishes his. work® A closer - look into these ..traits will 
reveal why they, represent a special, easeo , : • • v

Adaptability
Because of the dynamic growth in the field of electronic tech

nology,, the job of mechanical engineer is undergoing a continual 
change® The mechanical engineer must keep abreast of this changing 
technology in order to be effective in his position® For example5 the 
field of non-metallic materials5 which is a vital part of the electron
ics field5 is presently undergoing such phenomenal growth that new 
avenues to electronic design are opened up almost on a monthly basis®

^Philip Marvin,, “How to Multiply Tour Effectiveness As An 
Engineer®11 Machine Design, Vol® 325 Ho®- 2kg October 13s I960, pp® 
149-152® • ... .



A case in point could be cited in beryllium oxides which is a good 
electrical insulator while at the same time being a good heat conduc
tor® Until recently, the conduction of heat from semi-conductor de
vices was hampered by lack of a good dielectric material (insulator) 
with a high coefficient of heat conduction® How this problem has 
virtually been solved by advancing technology®

Sometimes, during the natural progression of a design, a hew 
technological breakthrough will obsolete the design before it can be 
produced® It is up to the mechanical engineer to incorporate the 
latest technology into his designs® Therefore, he may be required to 
change in the middle of a job® Naturally, there is a time lag in the 
dissemination of technical information, but this lag is being.reduced 
for competitive reasons® Hence, the mechanical engineer must be 
adaptable to changes to produce the best overall product®

Flexibility
The mechanical engineer in the electronics industry may be 

called upon to work in an exceedingly wide variety of engineering 
fields®® - In addition to his normal field, he may be required- to do 
some work in architecture, interior decorating, - art*and styling, elec» 
tronic design, public relations, meteorology, geography, and just 
about any other field which may have some connection between it and 
electronic equipment® An example of how a mechanical engineer might 
get involved in a meteorological or geographical problem would be the

8 'Correspondence with Chief Mechanical Engineer, Company B®
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design of eqiaipment intended for a special- type of environment o Takes 
for.example, the design of a piece- of equipment intended for use in 
Koreao Ib < the'.preliminary, stages of the job, the environment must he 
accurately spelled out in the form of specifications o Both the geog
raphy and the, climate of Korea.must be known in order to specify a 
realistic environment which will serve as a design specification for 
the equipmento In a case such as thiss the mechanical engineer is usu
ally called upon to produce the specifications since the environmental 
requirements of equipment fall into his area, of intereste

Leadership
The old stereotype of the engineer being a quiet5 solitary 

type away in his corner doing pure research must be dispelled<, The 
modem engineer works in groups with and through peoplec The mechani
cal engineer in electronics must work through people0 It is the me
chanical engineer who takes the electronic design and converts it into
hardwareo The mechanical engineer must,take the.original; circuits and

9design them into a products He must have draftsmen put down his ideas 
in the ..form- of drawings® He must have a purchasing agent procure his 
parts at a favorable price, and schedule® He must .have the shop .build 
his mock-ups on schedule®"^ He,must have, production seib up- to produce 

his design .in the most efficient manner® To do all thiss he must

^Hilton S® Kivers-“The Editorls Package," Electronic Packaging 
and Production, Vol® 3S No® 10, July, 1963, p® 3®

mock-up is a physical model of equipment usually only ac
curate in .external dimensions .and used to represent the final equipment 
in the next higher assembly®
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develop .leadership qualities which will enable, him to get the-job done 
efficientlyp Quite often the tasks, he must ask his associates to per
form are distasteful^ ands hence? it takes a great deal of tact to win 
the cooperation■of the associate*

Tact
Because many daily contacts with all different types and class

es of people are required in his jobs the mechanical engineer must be 
a good human relatoro The difference between a successful mechanical 
engineer and a not too successful one can be caused by the ability of 
the one to manipulate people to do his wishes, while the other one can
not 0 In electronic firms mechanical- engineering groups are seldom 
called on to work in the field of abstract research, but are frequently 
called on to convert the results of the abstract research into the 
physical product useful to the world= Since this entails the ability 
to deal with and coordinate the efforts of a wide variety of people,
an extrovert personality and a practical sense is extremely desir- .

11able0 Here, by practical sense is meant a person with good common 
sense and the ability to move out of,his field if required*

. To round out the list of traits.and qualifications a good me
chanical engineer should .possess for work in electronics are a good
general education, natural mechanical talent, executive capacity, and

12administrative ability® The liking of mechanical equipment and the

Correspondence with Chief Mechanical Engineer, Company !„
12F* Ha Newell, Engineering■ As A Career, N* Y®, D® Van Nos

trand, 1916, p® 27o —



aMlity to vismalize objects signifying a mechanical aptitude are also
1 O

important®

Formal Training •

The formal training of the mechanical engineer is as vital to 
his career as are his personal traits® The formal training typically 
falls into the category of college education„ However3 the training 
for an engineering career usually begins long before college# The pre- 
college years yield a lot of useful information in the later life of 
the engineer# For example9 the inquisitive3 mechanically-minded youth 
who is constantly searching for “what makes a thing tick?1* is constant
ly training for a useful career in mechanical design or mechanical 
trouble shooting# If this natural inquisitiveness crosses the border 
from purely mechanical things into the field of electronic equipments3 
he has already shown the spark required to become a mechanical engi
neer in electronics»

Because the youth shows this natural inclination toward 
electro-mechanical devices does not necessarily mean he will make a 
good engineer or even that he is engineering material# There are other 
characteristics which are requisites for an engineering career and pre
requisites for entering an engineering school* Above average intelli
gence is one of these characteristics # On the average, engineering

***̂Lowell Stewart, Careers In Engineering, Ames, Iowa, The Iowa 
State College Press, 3rd edition, p# WT"



graduates are men of considerable intelligence and professional sta
ture o1^ Therefore3 mechanical aptitude is not enough0 Formal college 
training in the tools of engineering science is necessary to develop 
a well-rounded engineer«

Most college curriculums do not include a specialty of the
electro-mechanical fields, and most mechanical engineering curricu

lalums are not slanted toward the electronics fieldo This causes a 
vacuum between the college graduate and the position to be filled in 
the electronics firm0 This void is usually remedied by some type, of 
training program on the part of the firm to introduce the new mechani
cal engineer into. the ways of electronics«,

In the degrees offered in engineering there is a considerable 
measure of unity "within the profession0 It is by no means necessary 
to obtain a degree in a particular field before one can work in that 
field of engineering* The first two years of college work are usually 
the same in all fields of engineering*'^"^ This leaves only two re
maining years for a specialty* In these two years must be crammed the 
fundamentals required for mechanical engineering in any field, and there 
just is not time for further specialization into different industrial

111Arnold Re Deutsch, "Don't Promise The Moon O«,o," Electronics, 
Volo 33, Wo* 11, March 11, I960, p* UO®

13Adamson, op* cit*
"^Murray J* Mantell, Orientation in Engineering, Englewood 

Cliffs, Ne Jo, Prentice-Hall, 1935, P® U3o
^Woodrow Reed, "Differential Interest Patterns of Engineer

ing Graduates," The Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol0 38, lo0 7, 
March, I960, p® 571o



areas such as electronicso
The courses taken in college by the mechanical engineering 

student can help him prepare for work in the electronics industrye The 
basic courses in electrical engineering provide him with a good back
ground upon which to build a career in electronics e The rest can be

19picked up after graduation by the alert mechanical engineer<,
One of the big problems of getting the student and the elec

tronics industry together is that very few students of mechanical engi
neering have considered the possibility of a career"in electronics0 
They have not differentiated between a career in electronics and the 
other various alternative fieldso Some students? and also some engi
neers feel there is no necessity for special or additional prepara
tion to enter the electronics field® Howevers soon after graduation^ 
it becomes evident to the young engineer that he is embarking on a 
career for which there will be much more preparation required0 The

I
closer the engineer is to the product^ the more evident this will be
come® That is5 there will be more training required for the design 
engineer than for the production engineer»

One significant step in the narrowing of this void is the-co
operative student program,, such as that developed at the University of

20Cincinnati and epitomized at the Drexel Institute of Technology0

•*-®T» Co Beevess "Comments on Take A Broad View of The Scope of 
Your Profession," Mechanical Engineering, Vol® 73s Uo0 12, Dec®, 1951?
P o  1 0 2 1 o •

19Ac Po Adamson, op® cite, p6 650®
20Interviews with engineers. Company A®



This: program, is. a combination work-study program in which the student
spends half his. time-in school and half' his time in industry on a. six
month rotational basis0 • The program only .requires.one; more year than
a conventional engineering education because of a'more, concentrated ♦

21study program-during the academic segment* The industrial .segment 
permits the mechanical engineering student to get a feel for industry 
early in his schoolings Two big. advantages accrue from this method of 
schooling* The. first is. the elimination of those people who do not ; :- 
want a career in engineering® Many engineering students in the conven
tional system really don1t know much about the position for which they 
are preparing® Secondlys it gives the mechanical engineering student 
a chance to look at the various.industries and.positions he might hold 
thereins and gives him the opportunity to slant his. course of study , 
toward the type- of position he will be seeking after, graduation® .This 
is a big advantages not only to the student but also to the electron
ics firm which employes the -student® ,It means less training by the . 
firm and quicker productivity from the employee0

As far as the electronics firm is,concerned^ the average me
chanical engineer recruited right out of college will have to be - 
trained to work in electronics® Most firms do not consciously look for
special qualifications, since they feel it is inevitable that they will

22have to train the young graduate® Of course, this does not have to

21A University of Arizona Record, Biennial Catalogue, 1963-
1 9 6 a #  1 9 6 1 4 - 1 9 6 5 ®  .: * -

22Correspondence with Company 0®
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be "Idle easee If more emphasis were placed on selecting a field of me
chanical engineering before graduation, the load of industry could be 
lightened in this•respects ' . ,

Industrial Training
There are many ways by which the electronics firm furthers the 

education of the mechanical engineers Among these would be a formal 
training program, on the job training, in-hours courses, after-hours 
courses, graduate study programs, tours and trips, seminars and con
ferences, professional societies, and use of staff expertse In addi
tion, training of the man without formal college training must be 
consideredo

There are about as many types of training programs for engi-
23neering graduates as there are electronics firmso In general, these 

programs are basically.similar in content and vary only in methodo The 
typical program takes the mechanical engineer right out of school and 
gives him a detailed orientation, including such things as an overall 
view of the product lines of the company„ A concerted effort is made 
to familiarize the young engineer with the latest developments in elec
tronics » A second phase of the program usually follows where the engi
neer is shifted to various job assignments in different plant locations 
for a considerable period of time - usually between one and one-half 
and six months per assignment«, On these assignments the trainee works 
with mechanical engineers who have been in the field for several yearsa

23Correspondence with Companies A, C, E, and He



Usuallys there will, .be a senior mechanical engineer assigned to guide- 
each" trainee o The senior mechanical engineer, acts as an advisor and 
supervisor to the trainee-, and oversees the tasks which are performed 
by the trainee 0 This phase of the training program is particularly 
valuable to the trainee in picking up the ways of the mechanical engi
neer in electronics0 During this phases most companies also use a 
formal series of lectures and tours to indoctrinate the trainee to all 
facets of the plant in which he is currently located0

Anywhere from four to six such assignments are normal for the 
second phase of the training program0 The third phase is an outgrowth 
of the second* It consists of a selection from one of the second phase 
assignments as a permanent assignment0 Here the trainee requirements 
and the needs of the various plant locations are matched to find a . 
trial location for the trainee« During this phase5 the trainee is on 
trial to see how he will fit into the organisation, and the trainee is 
finding out how he will like the organization0 This phase usually 
lasts from six months 'to a year0 At the end of this period, the engi
neer is assigned to the activity if he and the activity are agreeable0 
If not, he tries another trial assignment®

The third phase of the program is the time when the mechanical 
engineer begins to contribute to his support as an engineer0 He con
tinues to attend lectures and tours* How he can relate his training 
lectures to actual job experiences and, therefore, make great strides 
forward in the field*

Most training programs by electronics firms are a variation 
of the above mentioned program, the total duration of the programs
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2hvarying.frem one to three yearse ■ , ;

A second training method closely related to the formal-train
ing program is "on the job trainingo" This method is used more for 
older engineers who have been out of school several years but have 
worked in other industries not allied to electronics o Usually the 
new engineer will be assigned to a group of mechanical engineers with 
a good background in electronics o He "-'will also be alloted time, to 
read up on the state of the art in trade journals and periodicalso 
■ He will usually be assigned to a project which will force him to be
come, familiar with the ways of the electronics industry in a hurry«
The on the job training will continue throughout his career as it does 
the other mechanical - engineerse They continually learn from one an-, 
other to extend the state of the arta•

Most electronics.firms recognize the value of continued:train
ing to the more seasoned mechanical engineer* A variety of special 
courses are staged by the firms- using a respected authority on the sub
ject matter, usually from within the ranks of its employees». These 
courses are sometimes given during working hours, but most generally .. 
are given outside of work time and are, therefore, called after-hours 
courseso Some of the typical courses, given are "Electronic Manufac
turing for Mechanical Engineers,""Human Engineering," "Communication 
Theory," "Equipment Development," "Applied Mechanical Engineering," and 
“Thermal Stress Analysiso" Company H describes Thermal Stress Analy
sis as a course intending to impart a fundamental knowledge of the

^^The above described training program is a composite of those 
used by firms A, B, C, D, E, F, and Ho



methods of thermal stress analysis as applied to the fabrication of 
25electron devices0 Courses of this nature are- offered by the indi

vidual firms as a device.to help train their mechanical engineers in 
the latest methods used in.the electronics industry*

Further training for all engineers is afforded in the form of 
graduate study programs® These are formal programs of study at recog
nized colleges in the vicinity of the firm® Usually they lead to a 
master's or a doctorate degree in the undergraduate field* In most in
stances some arrangements are made for a balanced work-study program®
For example5 -25 hours of work and 15 hours of study per UO-hour week

26week might be arranged.® In this manner the industry keeps its people 
in touch with the academic world, and the colleges benefit by getting 
viewpoints of experienced engineers involved in everyday engineering 
problems*

A program of tours and trips on a regular basis is used by 
some of the firms to keep their mechanical engineers in touch with the 
outside world* For example, a trip to a vendor's plant may .help the 
mechanical engineer to a better.understanding of the problems to be 
anticipated in his own designs® A thorough understanding of the capa
bilities of the manufacturing area is a must for the mechanical engi
neer engaged in design® A regular program of tours through the factory 
at periodic intervals helps keep the engineer acquainted with the

9 d1962-1963 catalogue of courses offered by Company H® 
26Graduate study program. Company A®



latest manufactaring techniques,,
Seminarss conferences  ̂and trade shows are still another method

used to train the mechanical engineer. Almost weekly there are various
27seminars given by some facet of the electronics industry a Many of 

these seminars are aimed at the mechanical engineers» One.practice 
used widely is to send a representative from the firm to the seminar, 
and upon his return have the representative hold a session with.the ap
propriate engineers to disseminate the information gained at the semi
nars- A second use of the conference is to keep the whole engineering 
team abreast of what is going on within the firm* Weekly conferences 
are often held to report progress on an individual basis0 Through 
these conferences, the mechanical engineer can learn much about how • 
others are doing the job, and he can contribute to give the other proj
ects the.benefit of his ideas® Trade shows are probably one of the
best ways of getting the mechanical engineer abreast of latest develop-

28ments in the shortest amount of time® The IEEE show and the Design 
29Engineering show are two excellent exhibits for the mechanical engi

neer in electronics0
. Most trade shows are in some way sponsored by one of the pro

fessional societies□ The professional societies also offer good oppor
tunity for the mechanical engineer to keep abreast of his particular

27See Appendix A*
28Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, formerly 

TEE* '
29Sponsored by ASMB»
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30specialtyo . The mechanical engineer should be willing to cross lines

into other fields when attending professional society meetings, for 
often his specialty will be the topic of discussion at a society not. 
related directly to mechanical engineering,. In fact, he will probably 
be more interested in an electronic-type group than in a mechanical 
engineering group®

One other, valuable tool in the training of mechanical engineers 
in electronics is the staff specialist® The young mechanical engineer, 
or even the older one for that matter, cannot hope to become an expert 
in all the facets of mechanical engineering required in his work® The 
best he can do is become well grounded in the fundamentals so. that he 
can recognize and solve the normal problems and seek advice on the com
plex ones® The staff expert with a PhD in heat transfer is made avail
able to the junior engineer, and together they work out a solution to 
the problem® The junior engineer, of course, is responsible for the 
decision to use the advice tendered-by the staff expert® Host elec
tronics firms have experts in optics, chemistry, physics, heat transfer, 
shock and vibration, and metallurgy, all of whom the mechanical engi
neer might consult in the case of a complex problem in one or several 
of those fields® In this manner, the mechanical engineer learns the
techniques from the expert, and. in future jobs of a similar nature, he'1

31is prepared to handle the problem himself®

^Notably the IEEE, the ASMS, the Society of Plastics Engi
neers, and the ASTE are excellent sources of information for the 
mechanical engineer engaged in electronics®

31Practice used in Company A®



a
Finally^ a different type of training mist be considered for a 

different type of individual0 This is the man who has been trained 
internally by the company and has worked his way up through the ranks 0 
As was mentioned earlier, the electronics industry has quite, a few non
degree mechanical engineers® Many of these, men were elevated to the 
position of mechanical engineer during World War II when the shortage 
of mechanical engineers became acute® The normal progression of the 
non-degree engineer is through the ranks of drafting® Typically* the 
route" is from detaller.to draftsman to mechanical designer and, final
ly, to engineer® The process usually is a long one, and it is rate to 
find a non-degree mechanical engineer under the age of forty® There are 
some exceptions to this progression, notably through the ranks of tech
nician or through the fabrication shop, but this is much less common

32than through the drafting chain®
In the manufacturing end of the electronics business a lessen

ing of the standards has caused a large number of non-degree people to 
be classified as engineers, but in many instances, these people are not 
doing engineering in the true sense of the word® A great difference in 
the standards of the individual firm causes a great difference in the 
number of non-degree engineers employed® The problem of men becoming 
engineers without a college education is summed up by saying that a re
markable athlete can win a contest with a handicap, but most people would

33rather win with all the advantages possible®

32Practices used in Companies A and D®
33F® H« Newell, op® cit®, p® 16®
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Employment Practices by ELrms in the Industry
Several firms were questioned as to what they looked for in a 

prospective mechanical engineer0 Some of the things they are looking, 
for are the following? A good basic knowledge in the fundamentals of 
engineering^ good common sense, a high level of intelligence, high am
bitions, motivation, excellent scholastic standing, and outside activ
ities®^ One company says:

Specifically, we have problems relating to a high speed computer 
mechanisms, and, therefore, look for a mechanical engineer in
terested in this type of problem® When a mechanical engineer 
joins our group, we give him a thorough orientation in the com
puter field in order that he will better understand the periph
eral problems®35

Most of the benefits offered, other than those which could be 
classified as remunerative, would fall into the category of personal 
opportunities® The educational opportunities are one of the main at
tractions for young engineers 0 A good training program and graduate, 
study program are almost a must today® Other personal opportunities, 
such as opportunity for advancement and personal satisfaction, will be 
discussed later®

There is really a fundamental difference in the types of engi
neers and scientific people hired® Whereas, the scientific laborator
ies, the systems groups, and some portions of electrical engineering 
laboratories can use technical people oriented in a purely scientific 
and mathematical way, the mechanical engineering section requires a

^Companies A, B, and G® 
35Company E®
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much' stronger practical approach® This means, that in the electronics 
industry we have only a small percentage of mechanical engineers who
are not hardware oriented as compared to the remainder of the scieh-

3 6tific organization®

Placement of Mechanical Engineers Within the Firm
Most hiring of mechanical engineers in an electronics firm is 

done for spot jobs® In other words^ a mechanical engineer is requisi
tioned when a position is open® . At any given tirnes there are usually 
several positions open for mechanical engineers® When one is hiredy- 
his background is examined very closely to determine where he will best 
fit in the firm® The training program for-engineers usually works a 
little differently in that most firms only recruit enough engineers to 
fill projected positions® They have no idea who will fill what posi
tion until the training program is completed® In some instances* pro
jected positions do not materialize^ and trainees must be layed off at

37the completion of the training program® Of course* this must be an 
infrequent occurrence or the image of the company will be tarnished in 
the eyes of upcoming graduates and positions will be harder to fill® 

Some firms conduct a series of tests to place the mechanical 
engineer in their firms® Usually* these tests determine technical 
competence and personality factors® Much weight is often given to past 
job experience® In fact* because of past job experiences* it is often

36Ibid® .
37Interview with engineering trainee from Company E®



difficult for the engineer to.move to a position more to his likings
The engineer may be stereotyped because of his past position, and it

38is difficult for him to overcome this imageo For example, it is 
sometimes difficult for a mechanical engineer working on commercial 
equipment to move into the field of military electronics because of his 
unfamiliarity with design techniques and specifications used in mili
tary equipments The converse also being true, the designer of military 
equipment may find it difficult to break into commercial electronics
because of the frugality of commercial equipment designers as opposed

39to the extravagance of military designs

Lawrence L9 Rosine, 41 Engineers Under Bushels,M Electronic 
Design Mews, Octe, 1961®

39Interview with mechanical engineer. Company A®



CHAPTER IV
WORK ALTERNATIVES OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

There are many different positions which the mechanical engi
neer might hold in an electronics firm0 Depending on the size of the 
firm, several of these positions may be combined into one job0 The 
basic jot) of the mechanical engineer in the electronics industry is 
related to the products conceiving of the products developing it? 
producing it5 and making it saleable0 Related to these functions are 
the jobs of applied research - conceiving the product, design and de
velopment - developing the product, and manufacturing engineering - 
producing the saleable products A group of secondary positions exist 
for mechanical engineers in electronics - secondary in the sense that 
they are related to the product secondarily: systems engineering,
field engineering, and staff consultant fall into this category®
Finally, there are those positions related to the running of the plant -

Tplant engineerings

Design and Development
Probably the most important position to be discussed is that of 

design and development engineers It is most important because it is in 
this capacity that the mechanical engineer needs most of the special

1Interview with representative of Company C® Correspondence 
with representatives of Companies A, B, B, E, and He
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2attributes previously noted to work in electronicse It is for this 

position that the engineer needs the most special training 0 It is 
fairly clear that manufacturing positions, whether they be in elec
tronics or in a purely mechanical industry, have a lot of common prob
lems o This is not necessarily true for design and developmentc

What.does the design and development engineer do? Basically, 
he takes existing knowledge, whether it be new through current research, 
or old as used in previous designs, and applies it to a current problem 
to produce a new idea, concept, or piece of equipments The design 
phase has to do with the conceiving of the ideas and getting them down 
on paper in the form of drawings * The development phase picks tip from 
the drawings and refines the design into a workable piece of equipments 
(See Figure I)0

It is the designer's job to convert the pertinent facts and
3ideas into detailed plans and specifications,. He plans mentally from 

a foundation of theory and practice on which he builds his design* In 
the development phase he irons out the problem areas of the design by 
proving out the equipments Here it is valuable for the engineer to 
have a sixth sense to make the right change o He needs ingenuity to 
discover the faults in the design and correct themo^ The design engi
neer must be a specialists He must realize the importance of details

^Chapter Ills
3Hurry Je Mantell, ops cits, pe 48*
4Lowell Stewart, op* cit*, p* 72®
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and detailed history of electronics <> It is imperative that the design
er keep abreast of the state of the art, for the caliber job that he 
does depends on this knowledgeo It follows that the mechanical engi
neer working on the design of electronics equipment must attend profes
sional society meetings in his specialty, read current trade journals, 
especially in electronics, and keep in touch with the development of 
products through contact with manufacturers and their representativeso 
Design cannot be done successfully in a vacuum,, It must be built upon
that which has gone before o This is not to say there is not plenty of
room for ingenuity and originality in the design of electronic equip
ment* A good design engineer can save time and money by not "invent
ing" all over again that which is available through some other source0
It can be very time consuming to keep abreast of the latest develop
ments in electronics, especially since the field is moving at such a 
rapid pace* Especially in electronics, there are many new electro
mechanical devices which ten or so years ago were not around® These 
devices open the door to possibilities in design which were impossible 
previously® Therefore, even though the price in time is high for keep
ing up with the field, it is a must for the design engineer®^

The mechanical design engineer in electronics is sort of the 
hub of the design team® It is he who directs most of the job from the 
drawing phase to the testing® Generally, a job will commence with the

F® H® Newell, op® cit®, p® 72®
^"Career Comments," Machine Design, Vol® 3k, No® 2k, Oct® 11, 

1962, p® 152®



submissioH. of speeifieatl'ons; for the equipment to. be designede Since "■ 
the equipment is-electronic in nature  ̂there are electrical or elec- 
trOnie specifieationsj but since the equipment- also has physical - 
properties,, there must also be mechanical specifications o

In the usual progression of a design job, the electronic engi
neer designs the circuits which will make the equipment, meet■the elec
trical- .specifications o He usually builds a working circuit called a , 
breadboard out of available electronic components«, 3m this phase of 
the. job5 little attention is paid to the mechanical specifications^ as 
it is first important to get the equipment to work and prove out the 
concepts and feasibility of approachc Usuallys sometime duhing this- •' 
phase of the design job/ the mechanical engineer enters the. job* First 
he becomes familiar with all of the specifications• Then he studies 1 
the electronics, engineers1 circuits and breadboard to see how he can 
"marry" the electrical design into a good mechanical design which will - 
meet both, electrical and mechanical specifications o Hext<, he will 
take his mental idea of what the equipment must do and how he feels 
it can best be done to the drafting department0 = There" he must have 
his ideas translated to the everyday language of blueprintso He does 
this by closely working with a design draftsman and group of drafting' 
detailerso He usually makes arrangements for the electronic drafting 
to be dbae, but lets the overseeing of the preparation of electronic 
schematics and blueprints up to the electronics engineero Upon com
pletion of the drawings <, first models of the equipment are usually 
built» It is up to the mdchaniCal engineer to oversee the building 
of the parts to be fabricated and the procurement of the purchased



5o
partse Upon completion of fabrication  ̂the mechanical engineer over
sees the assembly of the equipment into a finished piece of hardware0 
He then turns the equipment over to the electronics engineer for pre
liminary tests6

Usually the completion of these tests signifies the end of the
I

design phase and the beginning of the development phase 0 When the 
equipment has gone through both its electrical and mechanical testss 
there are usually some refinements to incorporate into the equipment0 
Sometimes a complete redesign is necessary5 but mostly improvements 
take the form of modifications of the existing design = Refinements 
are necessary to cut costs and make the equipment more readily pro
ducible 0 Finallyg after the product is refined̂  it is turned over to 
production to be built in the quantities ordered» The mechanical engi
neer usually "follows" this production by helping the production facil
ity to get set up for the production of the equipment and by assisting 
in any problems that arise during the life of the production of this

7equipment.
Generally, the design and development engineer will divide his 

time between several jobs, each similar to the one described above. He 
possibly will be in different phases of several projects at the same 
time. For example, it is not uncommon for him to be directing draft
ing on one or more jobs while aiding production on another job designed 
previously. So, although the mechanical engineer is sort of at the hub

7Marvin A, Dean, "Cost and Consequences From Idea to Hardware," 
Research/Development, Vol, 12, Mo® 12, December, 1961, p0 16®
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g . . .of the jobf he very seldom heads up a:job of this nature=

Research
Another position which the mechanical engineer can fill in the 

electronics industry is that of research scientistIt is in this ca
pacity that the mechanical engineer is on equal terms with the elec
tronics engineer. Generally  ̂a product is a secondary considers-tion 
with the research engineer. He takes the new scientific discoveries 
and tries to apply them to a practical use. He does not necessarily 
develop a product., but usually is content to prove the feasibility of
a concept or scientific principle. It is in the position of research

o "engineer that the familiar stereotype of engineering was formed,, for 
the research engineer has less personal contacts than his brothers in 
design.

How the research engineer works can best be illustrated by an.
example of a recent development - electronic refrigeration. It has
long been known that a few types of materials will become cooler in-

10stead of hotter upon passage of an electric current® The research 
engineer has only recently become interested in seeing if this concept 
could be turned into a practical cooling device® The results of the 
research engineer's work was a practical concept of how an electronic 
refrigeration unit could be built® After proving out the concept and

gSee Chapter VII, Advancement to Management,
9See Chapter III, Leadership®

10This phenomena is known in physics as the Peltier effect.



building crude working models to demonstrate an actual working concept, 
the research engineering group turned the problem over to a design 
group to use this concept and the research engineers1 findings to de
sign and develop a product for market*

A differentiation must be made here between pure research'and 
applied research* Pure research is not concerned with an ultimate 
practical use of its discoveries <, Applied research as carried on by 
electronics firms is definitely concerned with a practical use and, 
eventually, a practical, marketable product * The object of the re
search may be cost reduction or a new or improved product* Naturally 
some of the research projects turn out not to culminate in a feasible 
product* Perhaps other discoveries will make the research usable at 
a later date* Certainly a large percentage of the projects must
yield results, for it is this research that will spawn most of the

11products of ten years hence*
The mechanical engineer is a vital member of the research 

team* His background in materials and manufacturing techniques helps 
to guide the direction of the research into visible ideas* The field 
of materials, especially in the field of semiconductors - diodes, 
transistors, and the like - is making the mechanical engineer very 
valuable on the research team* For example, the methods of assemb
ling transistors and the techniques of construction used in building 
them has a vast effect on the electrical properties of the

u  ■ ■ ■Lowell Stewart, op* cite, p@ 720



12transistor® It is through the research.engineer that these construc
tion and assembly techniques are developede

The adaptation of science to human needs is the job of the 
engineer® Sometimes the engineer tries to do the work of the scientist 
because the scientists have failed to do what the engineers required® 
Some of these problems being solved by engineers might better be done
by scientists so as to free the engineers' minds for other matters more

13in tune with their trainings It is in the position between pure sci
entist and design engineer that the research engineer finds his work®

Manufacturing Engineering
A third position the mechanical engineer might hold in an elec

tronics firm is in the manufacturing division® Here he is working most 
nearly akin to his brothers in any other industry® For example5 the
mechanical engineer working in the manufacturing of a product in the

- Ikrubber Industry5 chemical industry, or petroleum industry, to name a
few, would be using similar talents to those required of the mechani
cal engineer in manufacturing electronic products„ Naturally, the 
details would be different since the products are widely different, but 
the processes that are involved are similar® Mechanical engineering 
underlies every type of engineering where a manufactured product is

"k̂ RCA Transistor Manual, Technical Series SC 10, U®S®A, 1962,
P® 10e “

13Hardy Cross, Engineers and Ivory Towers, McGraw-Hill, N® Y0, 
1952, p0 8®

^M® R® Born, "Role of the Mechanical Engineer,n Mechanical 
Engineering, Yol® 79, No® 1, Jan®, 1957, p® 16®



involvede . It includes all industrial activities from watch making to 
locomotive building and design and operation of power plants

The manufacturing engineer is concerned with the prbducibility 
of a piece of equipment0 He is trained in processes of manufacturing 
and man-machine relationships0 These specialties help him to produce 
the equipment to specifications in the most economical manner0

In electronics the manufacturing mechanical engineer must be 
familiar with electronics components and hardware* Items such as wire 
harnesses5 printed circuits, cable runs, etc*, and techniques such as 
lacing, dip soldering, and conformal coating are peculiar to electronic 
manufacturing* The manufacturing engineer should have enough of a 
background in electronics to understand the operation of the circuits 
involved in the equipment he is producing5 for if he understands the 
operation of the equipment, he is in a good position to suggest changes 
to the equipment to make it more readily producible*

Plant Engineering
Coupled very closely with the mechanical engineer’s job in man

ufacturing is the job of the mechanical engineer working in plant en
gineering* The plant engineer’s primary function is to oversee the 
plant’s equipments This position can be filled by several different 
types of engineers» Mechanical engineers are often used as plant engi
neers because they are usually most familiar with the operation of the

"^Lowell Stewart, op* cite, pe 61j.0



equipment®^ Plant engineering:also involves the generation and distri
bution of heats light. and power-, and the planning of new plants and

ics equipment requires that the plant engineer be familiar not only 
with the machinery and equipment which will be used to manufacture the 
product, but he must be familiar also with the product itself® This 
last requirement is necessary so that he can intelligently take into 
account the flow.of the product when arranging the various machines 
and stations to produce it®

An example of a job done by a mechanical engineer in plant engi
neering will best illustrate his job® A shadow mask is used in the

18manufacture of color kinescopes® This mask helps direct the electron 
beam to the proper color phosphor in the operation of a color televi- 
ion receiver® In the manufacture of black and white kinescopes, there 
is no equivalent part® It was the job of the plant engineering group 
to procure and lay out the necessary equipment to produce the shadow 
mask® The'mask is produced using photographic and chemical etching 
techniques not too far akin from the techniques used in the manufacture 
of printed circuits® The plant engineer who layed out the shadow mask

re-layout.of.present plants ®17

The re-layout of present plants for production of.new electron-

® R® Born, op® cit®
17Lowell Stewart, op® cit®, p® 77®
18Kinescope is the name of the cathode ray tube commonly called 

"picture tube" used in television receivers®



factory had- to first familiarize himself with the manufacturing pro
cesses involved in building the masks Then he had to locate an area 
in which to set up productions Here he had to consider where the shad
ow mask fitted into the overall production of kinescopes0 Next he had 
to decide on what type of equipment he would use to do the jobs' ■ Here a 
decision had to be made of the optimum ratio of labor to machinerye 
What' new equipment should be developed? Should the process be auto
mated? How much investment will net the most economical product? The 
plant engineer usually will participate with the manufacturing engineer 
in decisions such as these* How should the equipment be arranged in 
the newly designated area to make the production of the product , flow 
smoothly? What type of facilities will have to be supplied to operate
the -equipment? In the shadow mask illustration, plumbing facilities

19as well as power had to be supplied* _

Field Engineering
Another position the mechanical engineer might fill in the 

electronics industry is that of field engineer* The field engineer 
is a representative of the company who deals with the customer's tech
nical problems, usually at the customer's site* A good example of a 
mechanical engineer doing field work is in the conduction of field 
tests on a piece of military electronic equipment® Before most mili
tary equipment is accepted, it is run through a series of field tests 
to prove out the equipment under actual conditions * It is the job of

"^Interview, mechanical engineer. Company A, 195)6 *
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the field engineer to aid.the eustomer in-utilizing-the equipment for 
Maximum benefit and to feed back to hie company's design group any in
formation of va;lue ih improving the design of the equipment0

It is not uncommon to find I equipment which has met all the de
sign specifications being rejected in the field because of some prac
tical limitations "overlooked in the specifications •' A piece of equip
ment that cannot survive the rough handling of transportation to its 
ultimate location is no better than, one which fails in service®'

The field engineer can often feed back to the design - group in
formation' which is not reflected in specificationss but which is nec
essary to the design of the equipment® For this reason field engineers 
are often at the customer1s location even while first designs-are'be
ing prepared®^

Sales Engineering
Closely allied with the field engineer is the marketing engi

neer whose job it is to sell the company's product^ but his job goes 
beyond this® He must also seek out customers * requirements and feed 
back information for developing new products® The sales engineer also 
will assist in maintenance of the customer's present equipment by 
bringing in field engineers where it is advantageous* The marketing 
engineer must be thoroughly familiar with his company's products and 
also his company's capabilities and limitations* For this reason,, 
mechanical engineers make good sales representatives because they' are

20Interview with marketing engineers Company A®
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familiar with the plant and what can be produced in it*- 'Howevers the 
mechanical.engineer must also have a strong electronics background to 
meet and talk to the customer on equal terms about the electronic 
equipment * Normally^ mechanical engineers in sales limit their product 
lines to those products which are electro-mechanical in nature5 as op-? 
posed to pure electronic.equipment which can better be sold by elec- - 
tronics engineers®

, . The nature of the product being technical lends itself.to tech
nical personnel in the sales end of the business® Since almost all but 
consumer electronic products are purchased by technical customers5 it 
is natural to use technical people to sell these products®

Staff Specialist
The mechanical engineer can fill still another position in the 

electronics firm., and that is staff specialisto Several areas of me
chanical engineering are very vital in the development and production 
of electronic equipment® The areas of heat transfer, shock and vibra
tion analysis,.stress analysis, packaging, and standardization are all 
examples of where staff specialists are used®

Staff specialists in the previous list are usually confined to 
larger companies since smaller companies will generally retain these 
specialists on. an "as needed" basis and use them as consultantso Larger 
companies usually have sufficient problems in these areas to require a 
staff specialist® v •

The staff specialist is an expert in his specialty® He con
sults with design engineers only when problems out of the ordinary



arisea His "background is usually an advanced degree in his specialty® 
For examples the heat transfer specialist will probably hold a PhD in 
mechanical engineering with a major in heat transfer® This is not 
necessarily the case3 as some experts have become so through long ex
perience in the specialty® Almost all staff-specialists in mechanical 
engineering*hold at least a bachelorts degree, however®

■ The staff.specialist, as the name implies, is a member of the 
technical staff, and as such his position is advisory® Together he and 
the design engineer solve the problem, but his output is only recommen
dations® It is up to the design engineer to look over the overall de-

21 22sign and then act on these recommendationse 5

21Interview,'Manager, Company A«
2? *Paul R® Lawrence, Organizational Behavior and Administration, 

Homewood, 111®, The Dorsey Press, 1961, p® 7l)-7®



CHAPTER 7 
THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER AND THE 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

There are several different ways in which the mechanical engi
neers can be grouped in an electronics firm* Primarily* these group
ings will be either by function or by projects, It is rare to find a 
firm which groups mechanical: engineers purely by function or purely on 
a project basis $ therefores it is common to find combinations of group
ings either by function or project0 The type of position held by the 
mechanical engineer can either be line or staff5 but again overlapping 
of these two types is common« Finally5 there are positions in the or
ganization which use mechanical engineers because of their training„ 
These positions are not necessarily engineering in nature«

The purpose of grouping mechanical engineers is the same as for 
grouping any other type of workers, namely, to attain the objectives of 
the organization in the most efficient m a n n e r I n  order to group or 
departmentalize any group, management must define and enumerate the in
dividual tasks, group and classify these tasks, delegate the authority
for their accomplishment, and specify the authority relationship be- 

2tween managerse 

1Harold Koontz, Principles of Management, McGraw-Hill, No T., 
195)2, 2nd edo, p.o 65»■ ' (
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Organization itself is regarded as the establishment of author

ity relationships3 with provisions for structural coordination., both 
vertically and.horizontally3 between positions to which have been as
signed specialized tasks required for the achievement of enterprise 
objectiveso It is thus the structural relationships by which an en
terprise is bound together and the framework in which effort is coor-.

3di.uated«, . , • . • .
departmentalization in a normal firm is done on the basis of

simple numbers., function,, territory, product., customer process, and 
kequipment type0 The same is quite true of departmenting mechanical

engineers in an electronics organization^ However* most of these cate
gories cam be lumped into-either function or project* -

Organization by Function
Basically* this is the grouping of all mechanical engineers in 

a given area into a group specializing in mechanical engineering*.
This group would be considered as a mechanical engineering pool from 
which the other groups would draw talent as it was required (See Fig
ure II)e The area usually limits the possible type assignments which 
might be requested of the mechanical engineer * For example * in a de
sign area* the mechanical engineers would be classified as a mechani
cal design groupe In production* the group would be production- 
mechanical engineering0

In the example of the mechanical design group* the individual

Ibid,, p* 63=
^Ibida, p» 100,
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mechanical engineers would be given assignments to the various projects 
on the basis of need0 Any particular individual could be working on 
several projects simultaneously5 depending on the size of the job0 In 
generals several mechanical engineers would probably be assigned to a 
single project rather than the preceding casea Depending on the nature 
of the problem, it may be done within the mechanical design group, or it 
may be done in the project area* Very large projects with a good per
centage of the work being mechanical in nature are sometimes assigned
to a mechanical project leader, and he, in turn, delegates various por-

£tions of the job to the mechanical engineers in his group0
In some instances, this arrangement is not feasible becauseu 

very close liason is required between the mechanical and electronic 
engineers on the project* In these instances, the mechanical engineers 
assigned to the job are physically moved into the project areas and 
work among the other people assigned to the projects® It should be 
pointed out that even though the mechanical engineer is assigned to a 
location outside of his immediate area, he still reports to the head 
mechanical engineer  ̂ On project matters he reports to the project engi
neer, but on administrative matters his position is not changed®^

Under grouping by function a normal outgrowth is the absorp
tion of the drafting group by the mechanical engineering group* Since 
the mechanical engineer is responsible for most of the drawings on a 
project, it is natural that the drafting group falls under the

Interview, managing mechanical engineer, 1955, Company A® 
^Practice of Company 0*



mechanical design- groupo With this arrangement<, the project management 
team only has to deal with the mechanical design group to- get all the 

mechanical serviceso
Under this type of organization^ the mechanical design group is 

a type of service group to the project groupso As the services are re- 
quireds mechanical assistance is requested. As the projects are com
plete ds mechanical services are.terminated. Under a setup such as this, 
it is important for the head of the mechanical design group to he. in
cluded at the planning level of management, so that he can accurately 
forecast the demand for his groups1 services® Knowing what type of 
jobs are in the offing will also help him in selecting future employ-
66S q -

An organizational structure such as this has several advantages, 
and, of course, it has a few drawbacks„ One of the main advantages of 
grouping mechanical engineers by function is the benefits to .management 
of efficient utilization of manpower, since a man can be assigned to 
more than one project at a time® Those projects which do not require 
the services of a mechanical engineer full.time, or projects which re
quire a fractional quantity of mechanical engineering time,, such as 
two and a half men over a given period of time, do not have- to pay for 
the residual mechanical engineering time not required® The supposition 
here, of course, is that there is another job which requires the other 
half of the man1 s time* This advantage is important to a firm which 
has projects requiring a small staff of mechanical engineers® It can 
be seen that the indivisibility of one man is less significant in 
large groups® For example, a project which requires the services of



twenty mechanical engineers would probably never differentiate between 
twenty and nineteen and one-half men required? but the job that re
quires one and one-half mechanical engineers will be hurt by the indi
visibility of the engineerThis represents about 25 percent of the 
cost of mechanical engineering labor costso . So, it is evident that 
where projects are small from the mechanical standpoint^ this type of 
organization is advantageous®

Another advantage of the organization-by function is in the 
work relationship of the mechanical engineers themselves® When all 
the mechanical engineers are grouped together3 there is a free exchange 
of mutual and common problems® In this setup5 junior engineers learn 
from their seniorss and the experiences of others are shared by the 
individual® This is a valuable training device® Since the immediate 
supervision of such a group is also a mechanical engineer who has 
worked his way ups the individual mechanical engineers have strong 
technical leadership® The experiences shared among the individual engi
neers are a valuable asset to the individual^ as he can get a wide 
sampling of the firmts engineering problems in a very short time® An 
alert management will capitalize on this.type of organization and en
hance its effectiveness by holding regular group meetings for the pur
pose of discussing the current job assignments with the group® A typi
cal arrangement is where one company with this type of organization 
holds a weekly meeting with a different engineer presenting the facets

%® M® Bober, Intermediate Price and Income Theory® New York, 
N® Y®, Wo W® Norton and Company, p® 110®



A second advantage accruing from the preceding one is the abil
ity of another engineer to take over the reins when a key man"must be 
replacedo Since the group keeps informed on what is going on with the 
other projects5 it’is easier to make replacements when necessary®

Since the group is organized by function̂  the mechanical engi
neer is given a greater voice in management than if he were assigned 
to a project group0 Organization by function assures that the power 
and prestige of the basic activities of the firm will be defended by 
the top managersThis means that the head of the mechanical engi
neering groups will be given an equal voice in the planning of the 
future3 and they will be on equal footing with the project management® 

Another advantage of grouping the mechanical engineers is that 
it provides opportunity of advancement for the mechanical engineer® 
Through this structure 3 the engineer can enter management if he is so 
inclined® In other structures3 the path to management is not so 
direct®

Some of the disadvantages tend to counterbalance the advan
tages o For example, the grouping of mechanical engineers by function 
may tend to de-emphasize the enterprise objectives® This is especial
ly true when the group places group objectives before enterprise objec
tives when they are in conflict® Empire building is evidence that

Interview with' manager of Company A and correspondence with 
manager of Company B„

^Harold Koontz, op. cit®, p® 106®



this is occurringo Care must be taken to see that the group leader can 
place his group in proper perspective with the rest of the organization«, 

A second drawback is that1 the assignments to various projects 
do not lend themselves to as much team work as would be possible if the 
projects were organized as a team0 The mechanical group acts as a 
service group and sometimes the<project goals are not fully understood 
or the.group is not in sympathy with them® fhis tendency is lessened 
when the assigned mechanical engineer is moved into the project area 
and works full time on that project®

Grouping ̂ by function sets the mechanical engineers apart from 
the other groups and, hence, opens the door to rivalry and petty jeal
ousies, Again, enterprise objectives must be kept in mind for proper 

perspective® •
The structural arrangement of organization by function can be 

carried to levels higher than the first line of management® One com
pany consulted has an organizational structure in which all mechanical 
engineers report up through the chain to other mechanical engineers
who, in turn, report to a chief mechanical engineer, who finally re-

10ports to the director of engineering®• This company claims that this 
. arrangement takes the mechanical engineer out of the class of "servant 
girl" and places him on an even footing with his brethren engineers a

" You see, frequently the mechanics of a problem are at odds 
with the electronics of the problem, -and, in today* s atmos
phere of microelectronics et al®, the physical package be
comes a part of the created circuit® It has been true in

TO'Correspondence, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Company B®
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the; past that where mechanical engineering groups were -sub
servient to electronic engineering managers and prophesied 
warnings of failure-of equipment, they were all too fre
quently ignored until the day of reckoning when the equipment 
failed, : In,the. past the mechanical engineer's hands were 
tied5 since all they could do was prophesy this failure, but 
had no recourse to a higher authority for a fair hearing at 
an early stage in the development. Today, in companies like 
our own where the mechanical engineers have a leader who can 
make himself heard in the top management levels, they need 
not force this catastrophe »• It turns out that by reason, of 
having this structure, it seldom must be exercised, for, by 
its very being,. it. gives stature,, and, therefore, most prob
lems are solved in the laboratory on the basis of pure 
s c i e n c e # •

Organization by Project
The second method of using mechanical engineers in the organi

zation is to assign them to groups by the project on which they are 
workingo Where the project is large in number of mechanical engi
neers required, a small sub-group may form, similar to the grouping 
of mechanical engineers by function. This can occur on an informal 
basis as well as a formal basis„ On the informal basis, a leader 
usually emerges, and although he has no formal authority relation
ship to the other mechanical engineers, he usually guides their efforts

; ' 1 2  to produce the desired results<, On a formal basis, usually the most
experienced engineer is designated the leader, and he oversees the
work of his fellow engineers and integrates their efforts for maximum

results (See Figure III)a
Where the number of mechanical engineers required for a

^Ibido
Harold Koontz, o£<, cite, p@ 126*
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project is small, the individual engineers become members of the team®
It is in this setup that the mechanical engineer is frequently the one 
to solve all the non-electrical problems„ It is common to find this 
type of structure in a smaller organization because the number of me
chanical engineers does not lend itself to grouping on a functional 
basis®

There are advantages and disadvantages to the project organiza
tional type structure as well as the functional type of structure® In 
general, it can be said that the advantages of grouping mechanical engi
neers by project are the converse of the disadvantages of the function
al grouping® Probably the main advantage is the feeling of belonging 
to the team by the mechanical engineer® He is in on all the project 
meetings and is informed on what is going on from the beginning® Be
cause of this, he is more intimately acquainted with the problems of 
the project and is working actively to resolve them®

On the basis of project, the mechanical engineer gets a broader 
background because he takes the job from its inception and follows it 
through to completion - this point is usually the release of the proj
ect to production® In mechanical design groups or mechanical produc
tion groups, the engineers tend to get a narrow viewpoint because they 
seldom get out of their specialty! but the mechanical engineer in a 
project organization sees the "whole picture®"

The disadvantages of organization of mechanical engineers by 
project are also, converse to the advantages of functional organiza
tion® The biggest disadvantage is that mechanical engineers do not 
have a good means for making themselves heard by management® The
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Indivisibility of labor is a problem for small projects where a frac
tion of a man is 'significant0

Most firms do not organize their mechanical engineers purely
on a basis of function or purely on the basis of project, but on some
combination of the two* In the large electronics firms, both types 
of organization will be found* By combining the good points of each 
type of structure, a workable situation can be achieved* The assign
ment of mechanical engineers to the project at the outset of a job
while maintaining contact with the parent functional group seems to be 
an acceptable compromise to meet most of the strong points of both 
structures0

Mechanical engineers are also used in staff positions as men
tioned previously* - In some cases, these staff experts will be a part
of the functional mechanical engineering group* In other instances,

13they may be in a pure staff position where they #re an aid to one of 
the line groups* Mechanical engineers working in the standards group 
would be an example of the latter*

"I O

. rHarold Koontz, op* cite, ps 135*



CHAPTER 71
THE POSITION OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER IN THE FIRM

The relationships of the mechanical engineer to the other 
people in the firm is important from the standpoint of understanding 
his position in the firm® To understand this position, his relation
ship to electronic engineers within his firm and the relationship of 
mechanical engineers outside the firm must be discussed®

A mechanical engineer in a mechanical industry is in his natu- 
, 1ral habitat® The engineering team he works on consists primarily of 

mechanical engineers* His problems are primarily mechanical in nature, 
and his background and training are aligned to solutions of the prob
lems* In the electronics industry, the situation is slightly differ
ent® The mechanical engineer is again on the engineering team, but 
here the primary members are electronic engineers*^ His position on 
this team is a supporting role* Engineering in the electronics indus
try consists primarily of electronic engineers and mechanical engineers® 
Physicists, metallurgical engineers, chemists, and chemical engineers 
round out the list* In a mechanical industry this list would be much 
the same except electronic engineers would be in the fractional group*

An example of a mechanical industry would be the automotive

■̂ M* R* Bom, op* cat*, p* 16*
2Correspondence with Staff Administrator, Company A*
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industryo The difference in the mechanical engineer's position can be 
illustrated by a comparison of his relationship to the electronic engi
neer in the automotive and electronic industries©

In the automotive industry the mechanical engineer is in charge 
of the overall design of the automobile ® The automobile is designed by 
a team consisting of mechanical engineers primarily© However, the 
electronic parts of the automobile are designed by electronic engineers 
and are fit into the mechanical design© This is because the function 
of the automobile is primarily mechanical and, as such, the electronic 
design must be fitted into the mechanical design© The situation is re
versed in the electronics industry© The function of the equipment is 
electronic in nature, and, as such, the electronic design must take 
precedence over the mechanical design© The mechanical engineer work
ing in electronics must never forget that in the overall structural 
design,of equipment the purpose of the structure is to hold the cir
cuitry, so that it performs as. specified under different extremes of 
environment© To satisfy this requirement, the structure must suit the
circuitry rather than vice versa© It is here in electronics where

3teamwork comes into play©
The electronics engineer in the automotive industry is not 

just the reverse of the mechanical engineer in the electronics indus
try, because in the design of electronics equipment, the mechanical 
engineer has a major role even though he is in the minority in number©

3Franklin A© Maniatis, "Design Fundamentals of the Basic Pack
age," Electronic Packaging and Production, Vol© 3, No© 7$ July, 1963,
P O 32 o



Milton Sa Elverg editor•of Electronic Packaging and Production maga
zine., points out the. irony that5 to a large extent5 the progress and 
financial health of the electronics industry is in the hands of engi
neers who are not electronic' engineers»• He says,
• ' Circuit packaging and production engineers control the cost

of the final product to a greater degree than the circuit 
■. designer* True, the' circuit designer establishes the oir- ■. 
cult design* You (the mechanical engineer), however, select 
the hardware, many of the components, the-method of inter
connection, and the manner in which production will take 
place* There is at least $0$ of the total cost reflected ■ -
in your activities, and this is estimated to be a conserva- 
hive figure* k : ‘ ; ..
' Many of the design Jobs of electronic equipments are in the 

neighborhood of 75 percent mechanical and the rest electronic * This _ 
is because the mechanical engineer usually handles •all but the elec
tronic'phases of the job*.-: In a case such as this, the electronics is 
relatively1 simple, but the mechanics or structure may still be complex* 
• The miniaturization of electronic equipment has placed more;emphasis 
on the mechanical aspects of design, and, hence, the mechanical engi
neer 1s role is still increasing*

electronic engineers on the engineering team* Since the electronics 
firm is engaged in electronics, it is natural that they employ greater

There is a conflict of opinion, between several of the compan
ies questioned concerning the desirability of working as a mechanical

There is no.set ratio of mechanical engineers to -electrical or

numbers of electrical engineers as opposed to mechanical engineers*

S* Elver, "The Editor's Package," Electronic Packag
ing and Production, Vol* 3, Ho* .7,; July, 1963, p* i>7 ~~"

• d ' • 'Correspondence, Company A*



engineer in electronics» One says., "The challenges in strictly elec
tronics work for mechanical engineers are not as interesting, as great,
or as diversified as they are in any one of the mechanical engineering 

6fieldse" On the other hand, another says, "There has been, in re
cent years, an upgrading of the professional standing of mechanical
engineers in the electronics field, and today's atmosphere is reason- .

7ably equivalent to their electrical engineering brethren0" In their
role on the engineering team as.described above, the job can be more 
diversified than in a mechanical industry because of all the fringe 
problems handled0 However, from a purely mechanical engineering stand
point, there are areas of energy conversion and machine design which 
may be lacking in electronics works^

The engineering team of which the mechanical engineer is one 
member consists of several other groups which are interrelated with
engineerings The engineering technician is one of the primary mem- 

9ber's of the teams Technicians can be either electronic or mechanir- 
cal, and they serve as an aide to the engineer* The technician handles 
routine jobs which otherwise would take up valuable engineering time* 
The mechanical technician aids the mechanical engineer by building 
mockups and breadboards of equipment, and assembling first pieces of

Correspondence, Company E0
7Correspondence, Company Ba
8Correspondence, Company Ee .

■ ^Robert Turley, The Role of the Senior Electronics Technician 
in Industry, University of Arizona, 19%, pe 8e
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equipment» The electronics'technician helps by doing any wiring devel- 
.opment/on these first modelso- .

" Draftsmen are other members of the teams The drafting design
ers serve as aids to the mechanical engineer by helping in routine 
selection of hardware and producing simple design with, a minimum.of 
direction. The"drafting designer usually is the lead man of the draft
ing team® He directs the draftsmen and detailers to produce the.fin
ished- drawings of the parts as agreed bp by the mechanical engineer® 

Still another member of the team is the model maker® It is 
his job to take the rough sketches of the mechanical engineer and turn 
them into parts® Good.model makers can work with a minimum of direc
tion and turn out creditable parts®

The purchasing group is still another member of the .team® ;
It is- through'the purchasing group that vendor contacts are made and 
parts are procured® The purchasing group must be set up to react 
quickly to engineering requests because time is usually a vital, part 
of the development of electronic equipments® The purchasing group 
cam be an invaluable aid to engineering- if they are aggressive in 
parts- 'procurement® If they are not, much engineering time is lost in 
keeping check of" status.of orders to vendors®

The manufacturing group rounds out the list of team members®
If they are consulted early in the design stages of equipment, the
benefit of their inputs of producibility can reduce the overall cost

10of equipment and help improve the product®

*10Eugene Raudsepp, "What Management .Expects of Engineers," 
Machine Design, Vol® 3lt, No® 10, April 26, 1962, p® 182@
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The position of the mechanical engineer dealing with these team 

members is. important to the success of the engineer» Each group has a 
slightly different background^ and each group must be treated with con
sideration and tacto Services must be performed for the mechanical en
gineer by each group5 so it is imperative that he is impeccable in his

11relationships to these groups» - •
The objective of the mechanical engineer.is to get the job out

on time.and within the specifications Q As such, he is, responsible for
taking the electronic engineer’s circuitry and putting it in a package,

12so that the unit fulfills its intended roll*
Jackson reiterates the point by saying, . . .

In his relations with the different men encountered in various 
lines of engineering work, conflicts of personal opinion and 
interests arise which must frequently affect his course of ac
tion » A clear appreciation of the proper attitude he should 
assume in those various relations, and his proper personal and 
professional conduct, is of great importance to his growth, 
development,,and future usefulness013

^Ibid®, pe 179*
"^Franklin Ac Maniatis, opa cite, ps
13 /Dougald Ce Jackson, op* cite, pa oe



CHAPTER .VII 
CAREER FUTURE OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

What are the opportunities for the mechanical engineer in the 
electronics industry? Where can he go and how can he get there? These 
questions must be answered further to understand the mechanical engi
neer's position in electronics®

First<, where can he go? Basically5 there are two choices the 
mechanical engineer must decide between when he is setting his career 
goal: (l) Does he want to stay in purely technical work?5 or (2) Does
he have inclination toward the management end of the business? Nearly
all engineers <, at sometime in their career, come to the crossroads

' 1where they must decide between engineering and management®

Technical Advancement
For the engineer who has no inclination toward management, there 

is a natural progression of advancement up through the technical ranks® 
The engineer starts on a junior level and progresses to jobs with more 
and more responsibility for technical problems, until finally he is 
heading up the technical end of jobs as the project engineer#

There are usually four or five levels of engineers in the tech
nical ranks® These positions are strictly technical and do not fall 
into the management category® A typical firm in the electronics

1T0. G#j Green, op# cit#, p® 7©
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2industry defines the various job levels in engineering as follows;

Class AA engineer - develops new products of a complex nature 
or conceives and expands theories pertaining to new applica
tions of existing products and the modification or alteration 
of products to broaden the functional scope or general appli
cation of a particular linej may invent and design complex 
products and engineer them into production or may conduct in
vestigations to define and develop the functional theory and 
concepts of a proposed product5 requires comprehensive techni
cal ability and experiences usually associated with a single 
broad field5 such as mechanical science or electronics and 
encompassing several specialized phases such as electron tube 

" development5 acoustics, etc<>5 inventive and creative ability 
must be proven by experience in the creation and successful 
execution of a complex equipment or entire project to qualify 
as an engineer, class Mo
Class A0 engineer: designs and develops circuits for complete
electronic products, such as receivers, transmitters, radar and 
industrial oscillators, or a comparable level of design or de
velopment work in mechanics, chemistry, or physics5 designs 
products by preparation of calculations, test data, sketches 
and models 5 visits customer representatives and meets with 
customers1 engineers to plan methods of meeting specifications j 
designs components, such as coils, transformers, or capacitors 3 
originates new products and new applications of existing prod
ucts | performs complex research and development work to create 
new products 3 experiments with new ideas not specifically re
lated to production to develop practical functional applica
tions, supplies information for use by the drafting section and 
approves final drawings or schematics 3 directs work of class B 
or class C engineers by supplying data, ideas, or models to 
develop3 prepares technical data for inclusion by technical 
writers and editors of instruction books relating to theory 
and operation of equipment 0
Class Bo engineer - under direction of engineering supervisors, 
class AA or class A engineers, designs and develops units of 
electronic equipment in any field such as mechanics, electron
ics, etc„3 prepares mechanical or electrical procedure theory 
applications or designs to meet engineering and customer spec
ifications 3 subject to review by class AA or class A engineers 
performs test and research on developed units to provide final 
data for manufacture of equipment5 assists in the presentation 
of data to the drafting section, reviews and verifies work of 
student engineers, class C design and development engineers,

2Exponent, Vol. XII, No, 2, June, i960, Camden, NeJ0, pc 2a



and engineering aides 5 may assist in the preparation of -instruc
tion books and special data for use in the engineering depart
ment 3 may assist in the design and development of component parts„
Glass- C0 engineer - assists class AA9 class As and class B design 
and development engineers in any field such as mechanicss: etci5 
by performing preliminary tests and making preliminary designs3 
prepares designs and data on portions of electrical circuits or . 
mechanical designs or works out less complex designs or theoret
ical applications of chemistry or physics3 constructs rough 
laboratory, models and prepares preliminary sketches and sche
matics for approval of class AA or class A design engineer3 re
ceives varied- assignments to provide experience in manufacturing 
design) reviews blueprints and designs to detect and correct er
rors s calling them to the attention of class AA or class A engi
neers 3 requires considerable direct supervision.,

The normal progression in this company is from G engineer through
AA engineero The median time for an engineer to become a class AA en-

' ' " 3  - ' Y  ■'gineer is 15 years1 experience„ Since this corresponds to an engineer
52 years of ages there is about 15 to 20 years left in the engineer's 
active working life, assuming retirement is at age 55-60o Most com
panies recognize this fact and, therefore, provide an additional level 
in engineering for the senior engineer to strive towards Usually, this 
position is a very high level one, comparable to a management position, 
but in the technical rather than administrative field*. Typically, this 
position is called Engineering Fellowe The position typically carries 
with it advisory duties to management and consultant duties with engi
neering associates# It provides a satisfactory outlet for those- senior 
engineers who-do not have a desire1 for administrative work#

Advancement■into Management
■The other alternative facing the engineer is the path to
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mnagemento Usually5 this switch will occur after the engineer has 
progressed through most of the levels of engineering positions ® Many 
studies indicate that a majority of engineering graduates ultimately 
attain positions that are primarily of a managerial or business nature® 
A start toward these positions is often made shortly after graduation® 
Every year more and more administrative positions are being filled by 
engineers 0 Every year5 according to surveys5 more engineers set their 
sights early on administrative or management careers Although in 
many companiess engineers continue to gain professional recognition 
and can now advance in their.line of work through the "parallel paths" 
system of promotion̂ , management as a career retains its appeal® This 
is because engineers in general feel there is more opportunity for ad
vancement, both financial and in status, outside technical specializa-
.. 6 ■txon®

Assuming he has the right temperament, personality, and motiva
tions, the man who has been educated and employed as an engineer 
is better equipped for a management job than many men from other 
occupations 0 True, he may have to learn how to make decisions 
without the backing of mathematical or experimental proof, but 
the engineering approach is a powerful asset he can bring to the 
management function®7

^Harry Rubey, The Engineer and Management, Columbia, Mo®, Lucas 
Brothers, 1953, p® 1@

T̂he parallel paths system is a conscious effort on the part of 
engineering management to provide technical positions in the organiza
tion parallel to management positions with respect to stature, pay, 
recognition, and prestige® This is done to keep good engineers from 
being forced into management or a "dead end position in engineering®"

^Eugene Raudsepp, “Engineering or Management'?," Machine Design, 
Vole 33, No* 26, Dec*. 21, 1961, p® 9ko

^Colin Carmichael, "In the Driver!s Seat," Machine Design, Vol® 
33, No® 26, Dec® 21, 1961, p® 93®
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A dramatic example of the engineer in management is pointed up 

in a survey by Earle B0 Norris9 Dean of the School of Engineering at 
the Virginia Polytechnical Institute^ which showed that 5>0 out of li>0 - 
one third of the largest corporations in America - are headed by gradu
ate engineerso Of these £0 corporation presidents, the largest number 
(Ilf) were mechanical engineers, which was double the next highest 
branch - civil engineering with seven

Where does this leave the mechanical engineer in the electronics 
industry? If he chooses the path toward management, there are some 
complications o■ The normal progression of the mechanical engineer in 
electronics is not toward managemento This is because, at the,first- 
level of engineering management, the administrator divides his time 
between technical problems, and administrative problemsQ Since the me
chanical engineer is handicapped by a lack of electronics engineering 
background, certain avenues toward management are blocked to him0 For 
example, where an engineering group is organized on the project level, 
the selection of a group head is usually from the ranks of electronic 
engineers because the electronic engineer has full grasp of the techni
cal problems a For the mechanical engineer to be considered for manage
ment in a project organization, the project must be primarily mechani
cal in nature o

. A second and most logical path for the mechanical engineer to 
management is via the mechanical functional group0 Here, the mechani
cal engineer is competing with other mechanical engineers on even

R̂ubey, ope cit», p0 7®
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9terms# At the first leml 'of mnagement^' the mechsmical engineer is 

directing' other mechanical engineers«,
Once the first and second levels of management are passed, the 

technical specialty1 of the engineer becomes less important# At succeed- 
ingly higher levels of management, the technical aspects of the job are 
minimized, and managerial training supplements the engineering train
ing#^ ■

^Interview, manager. Company A, Septs,, 1963#
10Rubey, eg* eit#, p# ’3#



CHAPTER VIII
SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MECHANICAL 

' ENGINEERS IN AN ELECTRONICS FIRM

' • What are the special problems associated with employing ..mechan
ical engineers in electronics as opposed to hiring other types of per
sonnel? This question was asked of men in the largest electronics 
firms in the United States® The replies varied from, "There are no 
special problems,^ to, "This problem is a subject of great controver
sy within the industry®" The problems can be grouped into four cate
gories s organizational problems, creativity problems, training prob
lems, and hiring problems® Each of these will be discussed®

Organizational Problems
, Because of the organizational structure as described in Chap

ter V, and due to the position of the mechanical engineer in electron
ics, several situations arise® First, the relationship of the mechan
ical engineer to the electrical engineer is a problem on which manage
ment is constantly working o'** The problem arises from the past history 
of the organization of the electronics industry where mechanical 
engineers were elevated from technical positions to fulfill the need 
for mechanically-minded people0 In those days.the mechanical engineer 
was less analytically oriented and less thoroughly trained in an

^Interview with Engineering Fellow, Company A«



engineering background^ and/ hence, he was looked down upon by his
2brethren electronic engineers who were mostly graduate engineers= Over 

the years s an image of the mechanical engineer was formed which today 
must be dispelled* Management is striving to overcome this image and 
put the mechanical engineer on the same level as the electronic engi
neer* An indication of this conscious effort is shown in a reply from 

3Company A# . .
A mechanical engineer is considered in every respect on the 
same par and is given every benefit initially and in future 
development and promotional possibilities as the electrical 
engineer within our organization® He is hot restricted in 
any manner whatsoever*

This statement appears to be a bit idealistic since the nature 
of electronics inherently inhibits the promotional opportunities of 
the mechanical engineer* As discussed in the previous chapter, the 
mechanical engineer has a limited path to management* This is not 
the case with the electronic engineer* In fact, the normal path to 
management for the electronic engineer is via the project organization - 
engineer to project engineer to leader® Management must be aware of 
this problem and take it into consideration when organizing its mechan
ical engineering staff

A third problem is the relationship of the non-degree mechan
ical engineer to the graduate mechanical engineer* In the past, there 
has been an unfavorable relationship between the mechanical engineer

2Correspondence, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Company Be
3Correspondence, administrator. Company A*
^Correspondence, Company B*
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and the electronic engineer® Since much of this relationship was 
formed by graduate electrical engineers working with non-graduate 
mechanical engineers, graduate mechanical engineers have had to strive 
to change this image of mechanical engineering in electronics® There 
are many non-graduate engineers in the industry who are every bit as 
technically competent as the best graduate engineers» The degree does 
not make the engineer® But there has been a tendency on the part of 
management with a predominately electronic background to elevate per
sonnel to the level of mechanical engineer on the basis of good manu
al skills without regard for their.analytical abilities = (For example, 
elevating a drafting designer to mechanical engineer on the basis of 
his drafting skills) „ This practice,, in general, is frowned upon by 
the graduate mechanical engineer because it is helping to perpetuate 
the old image of the mechanical engineer which the present day engi

neer is trying to dispell®
Management must use care and good judgment when filling me

chanical engineering positions via this route® Where management is 
not fully utilizing the capabilities of the mechanical engineer, more 
mediocre non-graduate engineers can get by® A situation such as this 
is soon evidenced by the dissatisfaction of the graduate engineer®

Creativity Problems
Getting the most out of the mechanical engineer, or for that 

matter any engineer, is a constant management concern® The problem

Consultant, 1962 series. No® Ij., Association of
Consulting Management Engineers®



of stimulating the creative-..processes is a complex one and is a prob
lem that must be solved® "What, are some of the ways that creativity 
can be encouraged? One way is to encourage initiative, individuality, 
diversity, and constructive non-conformity® Allowing engineers to,par
ticipate in decision making is another® Personal recognition for ac
complishment and a system of rewards for each accomplishment are also 
helpful0 Allow more freedom for individual engineers, to guide their 
own work®. Keep the organizational structure flexible in order to cope 
with emerging change and new problems® - Tangibly reward excellence and 
extra effort and establish special incentives for the '‘achievers®11 . 
Lead and enthuse by suggestion and indirect persuasion rather than"by 
specification or command® Provide individual engineers opportunities 
to try out their pet ideas without premature criticism®^ This is a . 
partial list of how to keep creative people creative® With special 
regard to the mechanical engineer, it must be kept in mind that he 
must not be stifled by inept management® For it is his ingenuity and 
creativity that is reflected in the physical product® Management,must • 
define his job and then give him broad lattitude to work within, so 
that he can show imagination and creativity-without being hampered by 
rigid guide lines of design® ,

Training Problems
A third area of special problems is training® Management must 

take into consideration:the level of training that the mechanical

Z
Eugene Baudsepp, "How Much Freedom for Engineers?," Machine 

Design® Vol® 33, No® 23, Nov® 9, 1961, p® 132®



engineer has had trhen he comes to the • industryo An alert management 
will'look into the training of the mechanical'engineers note where ad
ditional training will be beneficial and then make this training avail
able to the newly hired engineer6 . Training programss company . sponsored 
courseSj, and organization structural arrangements are the way some com
panies are meeting this challenge» Coupled with training is manage
ment 1s attitude toward keeping abreast of technical advancemente An-
enlightened management realizes that the greatest present danger to the

7engineer is obsolescence by too narrow specialization^ The"engineer 
needs to broaden his background by diversified"experiences in a variety 
of areaso Management’s attitude toward technical meetings,-- journalŝ  
and further education reflect their concern for this problems. An indi
cation of management’s concern is shown by the large,.complete techni- • 
cal libraries maintained by individual firms@ • . ,

Hiring Problems
One of management’s problems concerned with hiring mechanical 

engineers is how to attract the best prospects into electronics a This 
problem is mainly one of education, and the electronics firms are at
tacking the problem on this basiss Several companies have prepared 
brochures on how mechanical engineers are used in their firms« These 
brochures describe typical challenging assignments that have recently 
been performed by their mechanical engineers o® These companies must

7Ibid0, ps 153,
8 'Brochures, Companies A and C0



convince recent graduates that there•is indeed- a challenging position 
for them in the electronics industry#

The relative position of mechanical engineers in the firm is 
also important, "In some firms in the industrŷ  the mechanical engi
neer 'has a subservient position - and because of this - there is 
some resistance and perhaps a bit more selling required0M  ̂ The firms 
naturally are working to bring the level of the mechanical"engineer up 
to par with his fellow electronic engineerss so that they can attract 
the best engineering material.

^Correspondence} Company B



. CHAPTER .IX . ......
. INCREASING THE MECHAHICA1 ENGINEER !S EFFEGTIVEHESS

The traits and skills which a mechanical engineer should pos
sess are described in Chapter III0 By consciously working on the im
provement of these traits and skills, the mechanical engineer can 
increase his effectiveness to the firm. Those areas which can con
stantly be improved are adaptability, knowledge, utilization of facil
ities at his command, and furthering his specialty.

Setting Goals
The mechanical engineer, to be effective, should establish 

goals that are personally acceptable to him. These goals should be in 
tune with the company’s plans and objectives, Once his goals are set, 
the mechanical engineer should examine his performance, The traits of 
drive, responsibility, analytical ability, creative capacity, fore
sight, skill in communication, technical proficiency, sociability, re
sourcefulness, and judgment must be examined and consciously attuned 
to maximize performancee"*"

Adaptability is one of the main characteristics that the me
chanical engineer must develop if he is to be successful in the elec
tronics industry. This does not mean he must be a conformist or an

1Philip Marvin, "How to Multiply Tour Effectiveness as an 
Engineer," Machine Design, Vol, 32, Ho, 2i|, Oct,, 1960, p, lif.8,
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individual with no will of his own to get his ideas incorporated® It 
does mean that those forces which he cannot change must be tolerated and 
lived withe He will be wasting effort and time and money if he does 
not learn this early in his career0 Because something has not been done 
before is no reason why it cannot be challengeda A good mechanical en
gineer will usually accept this challenge«,

Keeping Up With the State of the Art '
The mechanical engineer can further his effectiveness by con

tinually striving to keep up with the state of the art® A certain por-
2tion of his personal-time must be devoted to this activity0 Profes

sional societies^ trade journalss and further education are examples 
of what must be done throughout the life of the engineer if he is not 
to stagnate®

The mechanical engineer has many interrelated contacts with 
people in all facets of the organization* He can enhance his effective
ness with the firm by utilizing these contacts to maximize his output®
He can improve his effectiveness here by consciously considering the 
other fellow1s viewpoint and acting accordingly to evoke the most coop
eration from him® One area where the mechanical engineer can make the 
biggest strides toward improving his effectiveness is by utilizing'his 
subordinates as an extension of himself® When the mechanical engineer 
learns to farm out to his subordinates the details which do not require 
his full talents, he allows more time for work that does require his

2 ■,Career Comments, bp® cit®



talents«, It is estimated that a good mechanical engineer, can ..handle 
between three and five assignments simultaneously if he is given the 
proper type of staff to assist him, .For example,,, if the routine work 
is farmed out to secretaries, draftsmen, and technicians, the engineer 
is available to handle the problems that require engineering decisions= 
Since the routine work takes up a large portion of an assignment, re
lieving him of this work frees him to do work for which he is best 
suited®

Furthering His Specialty
The mechanical engineer can become more effective if he will try

to further his own specialty® By writing articles for trade journals
and sharing work experiences with associates, he can help further the 

kstate of the art® He can also diagnose what parts of his technical 
background need improvement and work actively toward improvement® For 
example, many graduate mechanical engineers do not have as strong a 
background in shock and vibrations as is desirable in electronics® 
Therefore, further academic training in this field is desirable®

Interest in Electronics
Another aspect of furthering his knowledge is his attitude 

toward electronics® The mechanical engineer who is interested in elec
tronics to the extent that his natural curiosities will drive him to 
seek out the whys and wherefores of the electronics as well as the

3Interview, manager. Company F®
itCorrespondence, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Company B«
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mechanics of a problem is a valuable asset to the firm. If he is in
terested in the electronics, he can do a better job mechanically0 If 
he is not interested in the electronics, his job is less interesting 
and his effectiveness to the firm is reduced0 If a mechanical engi
neer has to change his package design because of electronic consider
ations, perhaps he could have foreseen difficulties if he had under
stood the basic electronics involved. At any rate, he mil be more 
understanding about the change if he has a clear picture in his mind 
of the reason for the change.

One of the first things the mechanical engineer should learn is 
the identification of the various components used in electronic cir
cuitry® It is very disconcerting for the electronic engineer to have

5a mechanical engineer call a transistor a resistor, etc® It is this 
type of occurrence which helps perpetuate the old image of the me
chanical, engineer® With a little concerted effort, the mechanical 
engineer can learn the component names® Where he is interested in 
electronics or has an avocation in electronics, this type of blunder 
does not occur because he understands the components and how they are 
used, and, therefore, he is not just memorizing the names of similar- 
looking objects®

The mechanical engineer who has the ability to incorporate 
the practical experience of others with his own technical knowledge 
will be effective in helping the firm to achieve its goals®. Knowing 
when to build on past experience and when past experience is not

Interview, engineer. Company A®
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6applicable is also an important assets If the mechanical engineer 

will work on these areass he should be able to increase his effective
ness several fold without too much efforts

1 ^Eugene Baudsepps "Removing Barriers to Creativity," Machine 
Design9 Vol. 3kg No® 12, May 2kg 1962, p0 139®
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Sxmmary
A teehnolo gieal demand for equipment capable of withstanding 

severe environments was created by World War II0 This demand made- 
clear the need for mechanical engineers in the design of electronic 
equipment to withstand these environments<, It was during this period

<Tthat the electronics industry began hiring graduate mechanical engi
neers to handle the more complex and sophisticated problems associated

1 'with these designs#
Any graduate mechanical engineer can get a job with an elec

tronics firm# However,, most newly hired mechanical engineers are re
cent college graduates, and, in general,'they do not have a strong 
background in electronics* The firms of the electronics industry, for 
the most part, make a conscious effort to train the mechanical engi
neer for his work in electronics# Training is done through formal 
training programs, company sponsored courses for mechanical engineers, 
graduate study programs in nearby universities, seminars and confer
ences, tours and trips, and by consultation with staff experts„

The qualifications which the companies are seeking in a mechan
ical engineer tend to center around the specialties which will be most 
used# Facility in heat transfer, shock and vibration, and design



packaging are some of the subjects desired» Adaptabilitys drive5 sense 
of responsibility, analytical ability, creative capacity, foresight, 
skill in communicating, technical proficiency, sociability, resource
fulness, and judgment are some of the major qualifications desiredo

The mechanical engineer might fill one of many different posi
tions with an electronics firm® He may be engaged in research, design, 
development, manufacturing, plant engineering, field engineering, 
sales engineering, or acting as a staff consultant® There are many 
other jobs which are not strictly engineering, but which he might 
hold because of his background in engineering® Management is a prime 
example of such a position®

Most electronics firms include mechanical engineers in their 
organizational structure® Usually this structure will take the form 
of grouping mechanical engineers by function or by project® Most 
large firms use combinations of these two organizational structures to 
derive the benefits from each grouping method® The main advantage of 
grouping by function is the effective utilization of manpower because 
of individuals being able to work in more than one assignment at a 
time® The major advantage of project organization is the "esprit de 
corps" associated with the team effort® An effective compromise is 
assignment of mechanical engineers to projects from the functional 
group®

The mechanical engineer is at the hub of a structure of in
terrelationships which form the engineering team® These relationships 
include other mechanical engineers, electronic engineers, engineering 
technicians, drafting personnel, shop personnel, purchasing.



manufacturing personnel * marketing j, and management®
The positions to which the mechanical engineer can aspire in 

the electronics industry are along either of two paths - technical or 
management® If the technical route is chosen, progression is made 
through successive steps to a high level position equivalent to man
agement in prestige, but with no administrative duties® If the path 
toward management is chosen, the route is normally through the techni
cal levels of engineer to functional group leader to manager over all 
mechanical functions, with the top position attained only limited by 
the individual's drive and ability® The route to management via proj
ect engineer is not very common for the mechanical engineer, but it is 
the normal path to management for the electronic engineer*

Conclusions
The dynamic new concepts, techniques, and products of elec

tronics are providing, today as never before, engineering that cannot
2be met without advanced work by mechanical engineers* One of the 

main problems facing the electronics industry is the hiring and effec
tive utilization of mechanical engineers* This problem can be eased 
by a conscious effort on the part of the individual firms within the 
electronics industry and by the individual efforts of the mechanical 
engineers within the industry and those aspiring to go into it*

On the part of the firm, an effort can be made to investigate 
the training that the mechanical engineering graduate has received by

2Brochure, Company A®



the time he is hired into electronics # They can then compare this 
training with the knowledge required to perform effectively mechani
cal engineering within their firm* Finally, they can set up programs 
for filling in the gaps in the mechanical engineer's background* This 
effort will prove much more economical than letting each new engineer 
learn the "tricks of the trade" in a haphazard, unplanned manner*

A second effort on the part of the firm is required to fit the 
mechanical engineer into an organizational structure which is flexible 
enough to fulfill the goals of the firm while still taking into ac
count the personal needs, of the mechanical engineer* The organiza
tion must bring out the most in creativity and output from the engi
neer* An inflexible organization will not achieve this end*

On the part of the individual, a conscious set of goals, both 
personal and company, must be kept in mind* A real effort must be 
made to know and improve those characteristics which will help him to 
do a better job* By improving upon these characteristics, he can 
greatly increase his effectiveness* His relationship with his sub
ordinates and associates and his ability to influence effectively the 
people he contacts is an important measure of his value to the firm*

Together, the firm and the individual must continue to upgrade 
the image of the mechanical engineer in the electronics industry*
This can be done by ethical and professional conduct bn the part of 
the individual and by discrimination in hiring practices on the part 
of the firm*
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' ' ■ • APHHDIX

Typical Agenda of Meetings for a Given Month*

Oct* 28-30 • tof Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers -
' Machine Tools Industry Conference*

Oct* 28 - Nov* 1 - Business Equipment Manufacturers Association ~
Business Equipment Conference and Exposition*

Oct* 30 - Consulting Engineers Council - Semiannual Meeting*
Oct* 30-31 ' - Society of Automotive,Engineers - Fuels and.

■ Lubricants Meeting* - ’
Oct* 31 - Nov* 1 - Institute of -Electrical and Electronics Engineers -

:■ Electron Devices Meeting* .
Nov* t ' - Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers -

Western Appliance. Technical Conference*. - "■ '• ’
Nov*. 6-8 - • Society for Experimental Stress Analysis - Annual

Meeting and Exposition*
Nov* 12-11* - Fall Joint Computer Conference*
■ Nov* 12-11* - Seventh Conference on Manufacturing Automation*
Nov* 12-19 - Institute of■Electrical and. Electronics'Engineers -
■■ Ninth Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic

Materials* •
Nov* 13-16 - Society of Naval Architects and Marine' Engineers -

‘ ■ . Annual Meeting*
Nov* lJLii-15 - Numerical Control Society - Presidents1 Conference

on Numerical Control*
Nov* lj? - Control Applications' and Techniques Conference*

M̂achine leslgn* Meetings and Showss Vol* 35» No* 215 Oct* 10? 
1963s pp* 31-35»
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IqVo 17-22 - American Society of Mechanical Engineers - Winter
Annual Meeting#

Wov* 18-20 - Annual Joint Biomedical Engineering Conference®
Dee® 2-6 - Chemical Industries Exposition®
Dec® 6 - Malleable Founders Society - Semiannual Meeting®
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